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ITEM: 1.4
AUDIT RISK AND COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
1 SEPTEMBER 2021
NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES LIMITED
AUDIT RISK AND COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE

MINUTES of the PUBLIC MEETING held on 14 JUNE 2021 via Microsoft Teams
Board Members
Bill Blincoe
Andrew Dickinson (Chair)
Ethan Radford
Also in Attendance:
Joanne Clifford
Cathy Dobb (minute taker)
Jo Hill
Simon Parsons
Shail Shah
Rob Hanley
Nathan Coughlin
Darren Phillips
1

Director of Corporate Resources
Governance Manager
Assistant Director of Development
Audit Manager, NCC
Head of Internal Audit, NCC
Mazars Representative
Bishop Fleming Representative
Assistant Director of Finance and Procurement

WELCOME, INTRODUCTIONS & CHAIR’S ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Chair opened the meeting and welcomed everyone to the meeting. The
meeting was held via Microsoft teams due to Covid-19.

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies were received from Adeola Adeleke.

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None declared.

4

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 4 MAY 2021

4.1

The minutes were agreed as a true record. The Chair signed the minutes.

5

MATTERS ARISING

5.1

None.
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FEEDBACK FROM

6.1

GROUP BOARD

6.1.1

The Committee noted the Group Board Feedback.

6.2

ALMO BOARD

6.2.1

The Committee noted the ALMO Board Feedback.

6.3

NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES ENTERPRISES LIMITED BOARD

6.3.1

The Committee noted the Nottingham City Homes Enterprises (NCHEL) Board
Feedback.

6.4

NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES REGISTERED PROVIDER BOARD

6.4.1

The Committee noted the Nottingham City Homes Registered Provider (NCH RP)
Board Feedback.

6.5

GOVERNANCE AND SELECTION COMMITTEE

6.5.1

The Committee noted the Governance and Selection Committee (G&SC)
Feedback.
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AUDIT

7.1

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT

7.1.1

MARKET RENTS (NCHEL) 2020-21

7.1.1.1

The Audit Manager, Nottingham City Council (NCC), presented the Market Rents,
(NCHEL) 2020-21 Internal Audit Report. The report provides limited assurance
with an improving direction of travel and with one new high recommendation. It
was noted that five recommendations are still outstanding, with seven being
completed. Key findings were:
• This was the second review of the Market Rent properties, and the first
review provided limited assurance. Whilst this review also provided limited
assurance, there is now an improved direction of travel.
• Limited assurance was based on authorisation of rent increases by the
Board as this process was not as clear as it could have been.
• NCC Auditors have received an updated management response to this
audit, and NCH are looking to respond to the recommendations in a
positive way. This is likely to be picked up by the new Internal Auditors
going forward.
• It was confirmed that the area has improved since the last audit as seven
out of the 11 previous recommendations have been implemented.

7.1.1.2

The Chair commented on the NCHEL Board composition, and whether having
Independent Board Members would provide assurance in Market Rent setting.
The Director of Corporate Resources (DCR) confirmed that NCHEL, at their
recent Board meeting, reviewed the current rent setting policy, and sought to
tighten the process. A policy has been agreed on receiving rent reviews, which

will provide a summary of the portfolio position to every Board, and this will also
include individual rents. It was confirmed that the audit remains on the Forward
Plan and will be picked up by Mazars, Internal Auditors, in the latter part of year
one.
RESOLUTIONS:
The Committee agreed to:
1. Note the content of the report.
7.2

2020/21 REPORTS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

7.2.1

The Assistant Director of Finance and Procurement (ADFP) stated that the report
covered the draft NCH Consolidated Report and Financial Statements for the
year ended 31 March 2021 and the Audit Completion Report issued by NCH’s
external auditors Bishop Fleming. It is anticipated that the auditors shall provide
an unqualified audit opinion on the consolidated accounts, subject to completion
of the audit procedures highlighted in their report, and following approval by
Nottingham City Homes (NCH) Board in June 2021.

7.2.2

The key items brought to the Committee’s attention were:
• The draft Financial Statements and Reports have been compiled for NCH
RP and have been audited by Bishop Fleming. It is anticipated that the
auditors shall provide an unqualified audit opinion on the consolidated
accounts, subject to completion of the audit, and following approval by
NCH RP Board later in the year.
• Draft Financial Statements and Reports have been compiled for NCHEL.
Although not requiring audit, these shall be reported to the NCHEL Board
for approval.
• All accounts, and the respective audit opinions from the external auditors,
shall be submitted to Companies House in line with the requirements of
the Companies Act 2006. The NCH RP accounts shall also be submitted
to Homes England and the Regulator of Social Housing (RoSH).
• The accounts include an accrual for outstanding annual leave entitlement
but the impact of Covid-19 has significantly increased the carry forward in
2020/21. It is anticipated that this will substantially reverse in 2021/22 i.e.
the adjustment that year will reduce.
• The pension movements do not reflect any actual cash transactions and
the key to the Company’s true financial performance against the budgeted
deficit is the surplus outturn position. The pension movements are also
highly volatile and based on a number of actuarial assumptions but
financial reporting standards require their inclusion, and hence a loss, in
financial statements. NCC shall assist NCH in meeting its pension fund
liabilities as and when they fall due.
• NCC Letter of Confirmation has been agreed and is awaiting signature.
• The Bishop Fleming Audit raised the potential adjustment of the NCC
refund being treated as a reduction to income rather than, as currently in
the draft accounts, included as expenditure. This would have no impact on

the overall bottom line Income and Expenditure (I&E) position but has not
been adjusted for in the draft accounts.
7.2.3

Nathan Coughlin, Bishop Fleming representative, informed the Committee of the
following key points:
• Bishop Fleming audited the company financial statements of NCH and the
company financial statements of NCH RP. The RP audit still has some
tests over the expenditure to complete and Bishop Fleming are anticipating
meeting the sign off date of the end of June.
• It was a challenging year, as it was Bishop Fleming’s first year auditing
these accounts. It helped that everyone was engaged to make sure it
worked well, and the switch to individual ledgers for each company will be
of benefit for subsequent audits.
• Bishop Fleming’s Representation Letter will be submitted to Board and will
specifically include reference to the valuation of the transferred properties.
• The audit looked at audit risks including management override of controls
and focused on their estimates and judgements, ie calculation of the
holiday pay accrual, also highlighting the implications on staff health and
wellbeing to be considered when staff are able to take leave and the
impact on operational matters when such leave is taken.
• Bishop Fleming has discussed with management the accounting treatment
of the return made to NCC each year. Their understanding is that this is a
return to NCC based upon surpluses achieved on work for NCC. Bishop
Fleming have discussed what the most appropriate accounting treatment
should be for this transaction. It would appear that this should be
accounted for as a rebate or reduction in fees payable by NCC for NCH
services. Therefore it is likely that an adjustment will be required to be
made to the financial statements to reduce income and expenditure by
around £1.5m. There will be no impact on profit for the year.
• It was noted that there has been a significant increase in the actuarial
valuation of the pension liability. It has been off set slightly by the recovery
rate over the last 12 months, i.e. gains in the value of assets.
• Bishop Fleming are content to sign off the company as a going concern,
and requested a letter of support from NCH to NCH RP going forward.
• During the year, the market rent investment properties have been
transferred from NCH to NCHEL in two tranches and there has been a
£1.6m increase in the value of the properties transferred. It is
recommended that the £1.6m is split between the companies rather than
remain in NCHEL.
• There are no issues or concerns on NCH RP audit although there is still
some areas of work outstanding.

7.2.4

The Committee discussed the NCC rebate and asked when the issue would be
resolved. It was stated that conversations are still ongoing, and NCC has
concerns on how they will account for the return in their transactions. ARCC may
be asked to recommend the financial accounts subject to this item being
resolved.

7.2.5

The Committee were informed that, with regard to the management of leave
entitlement, regular reports to managers are produced. This allows managers to

manage any outstanding leave requests, and to mitigate the impact of taking
such leave on their teams. The DCR confirmed that it is also possible to monitor
by service area, which currently shows that Property Services and Estates and
Caretaking are the areas most impacted by outstanding leave entitlement. A
regular review will be kept and it will also be considered if attendance needs to be
included on relevant Risk Registers.
7.2.6

The Chair and the DCR thanked Bishop Fleming and the Finance Team for all the
work they undertook in the preparation of the financial accounts.
RESOLUTIONS:
The Committee agreed to:
1. Note the contents of Bishop Fleming’s Audit Completion Report.
2. Note the contents of the audited 2020/21 NCH Ltd consolidated
financial statements.
3. Note the contents of 2020/21 NCHRP and NCHEL financial
statements.
4. Recommend the:
• 2020/21 NCH Ltd consolidated financial statements and the
NCH letter of representation for approval by the NCH Board at
its meeting on 24 June 2021.
• 2020/21 NCH RP financial statements for approval by the NCH
RP Board.
• 2020/21 NCHEL financial statements for approval by the
NCHEL Board.
5. Delegate to the Director of Corporate Resources and Chair of the
Audit Committee agreement of any changes to the accounts required
by the auditors, in advance of being approved by the Boards.

8

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

8.1

Committee Members discussed the ALMO Board update with regard to improving
Council stock. It was noted that the monies involved is the normal Capital
Programme budget. NCH is looking to promote to tenants and stakeholders the
amount of work that is undertaken as part of its normal work programme.
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DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING
The next scheduled meeting will be on 1 SEPTEMBER 2021
The meeting closed at 18:09

SIGNED………………………………………………… DATE ……………………..

ITEM: 1.6

NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES
AUDIT, RISK, AND
COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
1 SEPTEMBER 2021
FEEDBACK FROM BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
Group Board 24 June 2021
• Board noted the 2020/21 Financial Outturn report and agreed to provide a
parent company guarantee to the Nottingham City Homes Enterprises
Limited (NCHEL), enabling NCHEL to take the audit exemption for 2020/21
accounts.
• The Board approved the 2020/21 Report and Consolidated Financial
Statements. The Chair was granted authority to sign the external auditors
letter of representation and a letter of assurance to Nottingham City Homes
Registered Provider (NCH RP). The Board guaranteed all outstanding
liabilities to NCHEL.
• The Board approved the management agreement between NCH RP and
NCH Ltd for the management of 120 NCH owned properties and other
intra-group activities.
• The Board approved the Health and Safety Annual Report.
• The Board noted the proposed next steps to produce an Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion strategy for 2022-2025.
• The Board noted the Covid-19 Business Recovery and Reinvention Plan
• The Board noted the housing register and supply and demand 2020 annual
report.
• The Board noted the new government proposals and external policy
developments with an impact on Nottingham City Homes.

ALMO Board 22 July 2021
• The TPAS representative reported that their work with the ALMO Board
had not yet finished. It was explained that TPAS hope to arrange a
separate session with Board Members and Officers to feedback their
findings, include their opinions and to finalise and recommendations made.
It is expected the report will be finalised by the end of September.
• The Board were informed that the Group are in the process of developing a
strategic approach to Resident Engagement in Building Safety which will
form a chapter of our Tenant and Leaseholder Involvement Strategy. It was
explained that; The chapter will be launched in Spring in 2022, Focus will
be placed on high-risk residential buildings, Builds on the work already
carried out post Grenfell, Demonstrates our commitment to working
alongside residents to keep them safe in their homes.

•

The ALMO Board received a Deep Dive from the Customer Excellence
Panel into average relet times and voids. Of particular note was that
average re-let times rose significantly across the sector during the first
wave of the pandemic and that the increase at NCH is lower than most in
the benchmark group at that time.

Nottingham City Homes Enterprises Limited Board 8 June 2021
• Board agreed to conduct research to confirm if there are any grant funding
options which could be utilised to replace gas boilers.
• The Board also requested a revised Asset Management Plan which links to
the Medium Term Financial Plan, for the next meeting.
• It was agreed to monitor the Nottingham on Call charges.
• The Board noted that there was a delay in letting the properties on Ryehill
due to NCC delaying the lease. The Board requested that a note is
included within the financial reporting to highlight the £90k loss of revenue
due to this.
• The Board received the internal Audit Report for Market Rent properties
and requested that amendments are made to the recommendations prior to
circulating the ARCC papers.
• The Future Opportunities Tracker was discussed.
Nottingham City Homes Registered Provider Board 9 June 2021
• The Board received an update from the Head of Governance and
Compliance on the Independent Board Member vacancies and it was
agreed for the Chair of the Group Board, Temporary Chair of NCH RP, and
Chair of ARCC meet once interviews have been concluded to agree on the
best candidate to be appointed to each vacancy.
• Board also received the Quarter 4 Financial Monitoring Report for the RP,
along with Performance Monitoring Report and the Compliance Report for
the same period.
• The Board were presented with the draft 2021/2022 Financial Statements.
• A report on Laura Chambers Lodge was presented and the Board
approved the proposals for the revised funding of Laura Chambers Lodge
[subject to approval from NCC and NCH Group Board].
• Board also agreed to the exploration of grant funding with Homes England
and grant application if appropriate for the above project.
• A Management Agreement was presented to Board, which formalised NCH
providing NCH RP with housing management and repairs services. Board
wished to consider extending the timeframe of the agreement. The Board
agreed to delegate the signing of the Agreement to the Chair of that
meetings.

*Please contact Governance if you wish to receive the minutes of any of the meetings above.

ITEM: 2.1

NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES

REPORT OF THE BUSINESS
IMPROVEMENT AND PERFORMANCE
MANAGER

AUDIT, RISK AND COMPLIANCE
COMMITTEE
1 SEPTEMBER 2021

INTERNAL AUDIT UPDATE
1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

Appended to this report is the first internal audit produced by Mazars in relation
to the Construction Design and Management Regulations (CDM). The report
includes the findings and recommendations arising from the internal audit
activity. Also included is the latest audit progress report from Mazars, included
as Appendix 1 and 2.

1.2

To ensure that actions from internal audits are implemented within agreed
timescales, updates are regularly obtained from responsible officers and
documented in the Audit Recommendations Register. This report shows how
the actions are being progressed.

1.3

The Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee (ARCC) is required to oversee the
timely implementation of all actions agreed by managers in response to internal
audit recommendations. ARCC has a responsibility to advise the Board on the
effectiveness and adequacy of the Company’s internal control arrangements
and to review internal audit reports carried out by Internal Audit as part of the
annual audit plan.

1.4

There are currently three outstanding recommendations, all of which are high
level. There is continued progress on each of the outstanding actions.

2

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Committee:

2.1

Notes the reported Mazars Internal Audit report on CDM and the progress
report.

2.2

Reviews the report and confirms that they are satisfied with the progress
made by appropriate managers in implementing the agreed audit actions.

3

REPORT

3.1

Mazars Internal Audit have submitted the latest internal audit report covering
Construction Design & Management (CDM) Regulations completed since the
last ARCC. The assurance gradings used by Mazars differ to those previously

NCHF131 v2.0 date: 02.08.16

used by NCC Internal Audit with four categories as outlined below. The CDM
Internal Audit was assessed with an assurance grading of Adequate.

Assurance level

Limited

Needs Improvement

Definition
Findings indicate serious weaknesses in the control framework which
could threaten the ability of the Group to achieve its objectives; or, there
is evidence that despite any corrective action already taken, key risks
are crystallising in the area under review or have already crystallised.
This assurance opinion may also cover the scenario where our audit
work was obstructed such that we cannot conclude on the effectiveness
of internal controls.
Control weaknesses have been noted that require corrective action if the
control framework is to be considered as operating effectively. Where
such remedial action has already been identified by management, this is
not currently considered to be sufficient, or sufficiently progressing to
address the severity of the control weaknesses identified.

Adequate

While the control framework has been found to be generally well
designed, control issues and / or areas for improvement have been
identified. Where action is in progress to address these findings and any
other issues known to management, these actions will be at too early a
stage to allow a ‘substantial’ assurance audit opinion to be given.

Substantial

Findings indicate that on the whole, controls are satisfactory, although
some good practice enhancements may have been recommended

3.2

The Audit Recommendations Register contains three outstanding
recommendations still to be actioned compared to five on the last report. There
were ten new actions added since the last report of which eight of these have
been completed. Completed actions are highlighted in green in Appendix 3
(Outstanding Audit Recommendations).

3.3

Details of the recommendations, agreed management actions and target dates
for implementation are also included in Appendix 3. One of the actions listed in
this report show dates which have been extended from the last report. These
have been shaded grey for greater clarity.

4

FINANCIAL, LEGAL AND RISK IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Financial Implications

4.1.1 None
4.2

Legal Implications

4.2.1 None
4.3

Risk Implications

4.3.1 There are clearly risks for the business if internal audit actions are not
implemented in a timely manner. The internal audit report highlights the level of
risk attributed to each of the actions as follows;

NCHF131 v2.0 date: 02.08.16

•
•
•

High – A fundamental weakness which presents material risk to the
audited body and requires urgent attention by management.
Medium – A significant weakness whose impact or frequency presents
an unacceptable risk to the audited body that should be addressed by
management.
Low – The audited body is not exposed to any significant risk, but the
recommendation merits attention.

4.3.2 The categories used for recommendations reported by Mazars will be different
going forward, and utilises four levels ranging from Minor to Critical. Full
definitions are detailed in Section 8 of the Mazars CDM Internal Audit report.
5

IMPLICATIONS FOR NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES’ OBJECTIVES

5.1

Internal Audit is a means of identifying strengths and weaknesses in our
internal systems and therefore an opportunity to improve the way we operate
and deliver improvement to services and value for money. Also through regular
monitoring of audit outcomes and actions to address concerns, our systems will
assist Nottingham City Homes (NCH) is achieving on its core objectives.

6

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Has the equality impact of these proposals been assessed?
Yes (EIA attached)
X No (this report does not contain proposals which require an EIA)

7

BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS REFERRED
TO IN COMPILING THIS REPORT

7.1
7.2
7.3

Appendix 1 - Mazars Audit Report on CDM Regulations
Appendix 2 - Mazars Internal Audit Progress Report
Appendix 3 - Outstanding Audit Recommendations Summary

Contact officers:

24 August 2021

NCHF131 v2.0 date: 02.08.16

Name: Phil Saunders
Address: Loxley House, Station Street, Nottingham
E-mail: phil.saunders@nottinghamcityhomes.org.uk

Nottingham City Homes
CDM Regulations
June 2021
Internal Audit Report
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Status of our reports
This report (“Report”) was prepared on the basis of the limitations set out in Section 10 by Mazars LLP at the request
Nottingham City Homes and terms for the preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The matters
raised in this Report are only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work. Whilst every care has been
taken to ensure that the information provided in this Report is as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to
base findings on the information and documentation provided and consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this
Report is necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist, or of all the improvements that may be
required.
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1. Audit Context
1.1 Introduction to Construction (Design and Management)
The purpose of this review was to provide assurance that Nottingham City Homes (‘NCH’, or ‘the
Group’) has a suitable approach to health and safety (H&S) when operating within Construction
(Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM). We aim to assess whether the key risks relevant
to this audit set out are being managed effectively.
The fieldwork for this audit was completed whilst government measures were in place in response to
the coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19). The scope and fieldwork for this audit were impacted. This
was specifically in respect of control arrangements for method statements at development schemes,
which are held physically on site. We were not able to verify these were in place for two of the three
schemes in our sample, and therefore, our opinion is reflective of the work completed, which does not
cover the full scope and associated risks and controls.

1.2 Construction Design Management (CDM)
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) introduced the updated CDM regulations in April 2015,
replacing the previous equivalent from 2007. These are the main regulations for managing H&S within
construction and apply to all construction projects.
The regulations aim to ensure that H&S requirements are met on construction sites and to establish a
chain of responsibility linking all parties together. They emphasise the need for H&S in the design
stages, and increase the responsibility of both the client and designers. The main responsibilities of
the parties are as follows:
•

The client commissioning the works must ensure that all parties work together to manage H&S
risks, and that they are aware of their responsibilities. The client must also provide
pre-construction H&S information to all parties. It is also the client’s responsibility to inform the
HSE of any notifiable projects, where projects of 30 days or more will involve 20 or more workers
at any one time, or a project with over 500 man days in total. The form used to notify the HSE is
referred to as a F10, and should be sent to the HSE prior to commencement of relevant
construction works.

•

The principal designer (PD) is appointed by the client and has the primary responsibility of
ensuring that H&S is considered during the project planning phase, not just once the works have
started. They should help the client produce the pre-construction information. The PD is also
responsible for maintaining an H&S file throughout the project, although this is only required if
more than one contractor is used.

•

The designers must consider pre-construction information to eliminate or reduce risks by
implementing appropriate controls, and agree these controls with the PD and contractors before
the start of the project.

•

The principal contractor (PC) must outline the H&S arrangements for the construction before
the start of the works in a Construction Phase Plan.

•

All contractors must make sure that all of their workers have the right skills, knowledge and
training to do their job safely. They must also provide appropriate supervision, instruction and
information.

1.3 CDM at NCH
At NCH, CDM is primarily managed for three workstreams – Commercial Services, New Builds and
Development and Capital Programmes.
Commercial Services conduct repairs and refurbishments across NCH’s stock. As part of our review,
we selected three sites in the Grander Designs (GD) scheme, in which the Group is refurbishing the
shared communal area, entrance foyer, and kitchen and toilet areas for various sites. This
refurbishment programme includes modernisation of the buildings, an upgrade to area lighting and
minor fire alarm modifications.
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We also reviewed New Builds and Developments, and its processes in ensuring it adheres to CDM
regulations. At the time of the review, there were five development schemes on site, and one
completed within the last 12 months. We selected two schemes currently on site, and one completed
in December 2020. Selected schemes have been outlined in the table below.
Capital Programmes consists of all major works programmes being undertaken at NCH to ensure
assets are maintained and of a decent standard. These are performed on a rolling basis each
financial year, across various locations. As part of our review, we selected three of the five
programmes in place: Door Installation, Maintaining Decency and Capital Major Works.
NCH has a CDM Policy & Procedure in place, which outlines NCH’s overarching arrangements with
regard to CDM and contractor H&S. This document outlines the responsibilities of various internal
stakeholders with regard to wider H&S matters and the steps to take to ensure all CDM requirements
are fulfilled.
At NCH, the Board have overarching responsibility from managing H&S at the Group, both internally
and in consideration to external contractors and development works. Operational responsibility for
ensuring CDM requirements are met is determined on a project by project basis, and falls to the
Project Manager for the site/programme.
In our review, the following nine projects were selected for sample testing:
Workstream
New Builds and
Development

Capital
Programmes

Commercial
Services

Site / Project

Principal Designer

Principal Contractor

Knights Close

NCH

Robert Woodhead

Tunstall Drive

NCH

NCH

Lewis Close

Halsall Lloyd Management

Robert Woodhead

Door Installation

NCH

Nationwide Windows (UK)

Maintaining Decency

NCH

J Tomlinson

Capital Major Works

N/A

N/A

GD – Foxton Gardens

NCH

NCH

GD – Bramely Green1

N/a

N/a

GD – Stanwick Close1

N/a

N/a

1

Projects not large or complex enough to have a Principal Designer or a Principal Contractor, however, were selected for
testing of Pre Construction Information and Method Statements.
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2. Executive Summary
We categorise our opinions according to the assessment of the controls in place, the level of
compliance with those controls, and with the residual risks present in the areas under review.
Detailed assurance definitions are set out at Section 8.

Assurance Grading
Limited

Needs Improvement

Adequate

Substantial

Number of recommendations & priority
Critical

Highly Important

Significant

Minor

Total

-

-

2

2

4

2.1 Rationale for Audit Opinion
We take the view that NCH’s controls in place around ensuring CDM regulations are adhered to are
operating reasonably well. The Group effectively monitors key projects in relation to CDM
requirements from our review, and has similar systems in place to peers in relation to pre-construction
assessments.
Our review noted some areas where there is scope for improvement in NCH’s control framework. For
example, there is currently no assurance programme in place to monitor whether contractors are
continuing to adhere to their CDM requirements. We also noted gaps in current systems when
procuring contractors after obtaining quotes; whereby H&S and CDM requirements may not be
considered. On the basis of these findings, Adequate assurance has been provided.
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3. Detailed Audit Findings – Strengths
We identified the following areas where we raised no recommendations.

3.1 HS05 Construction, Design and Management (CDM)
•

•

We confirmed NCH has an overarching document in place that outlines its processes for
ensuring CDM regulations are adhered to. We compared HS05 to peer CDM policies and
procedures and found:
o

The content and scope have been appropriately outlined are in line with peer
organisations.

o

Definitions of key terms have been included.

o

The approach and responsibilities for all parties have been outlined.

We did note, however, HS05 was last reviewed in May 2015. Please refer to the
Recommendations section for further detail.

3.2 Responsibility for contractor's H&S
•

At NCH, we were advised responsibility for the management of contractor's H&S is assigned on a
project by project basis. For each project, responsibility falls to the Project Manager. Site
Managers are also present on-site during works to ensure contractors adhere to their H&S
requirements. From our testing of nine projects/sites, we confirmed responsibility for the
management of contractor’s H&S had been assigned to the Project Manager.

3.3 Monitoring contractual H&S requirements
•

We were advised contractual H&S requirements are discussed at contractor management
meetings, taking place each month. We selected a sample of three contractors, two from Capital
Programmes and one from Development (Robert Woodhead, Nationwide and J Tomlinson) and
requested minutes from monthly progress review meetings. We also reviewed Contract, Delivery
and Performance (CDP) meetings in Capital Programmes, which discuss strategic matters in
relation to the contract. Results of our testing have been outlined below.

Capital Programmes
•

We reviewed minutes from the last two progress review meetings and last two CDP meetings for
the Door and Maintaining Decency Programmes, each taking place between January and March
2021. From our review of the minutes we confirmed H&S requirements were being discussed. For
example, we confirmed CDP meetings discussed monthly contractor’s reports, external H&S
inspections, key H&S KPIs and any reportable accidents or near misses.

•

In Capital Programmes, ensuring the requirements of CDM Regulations are met by contractors is
also ensured through the mobilisation timetable. This timetable outlines all requirements,
expected dates, current progress and any further actions required, and ensures NCH can monitor
contractors’ adherence to CDM regulations.

New Builds & Development
•

We reviewed minutes from the last two monthly progress meeting at Lewis Close from May and
June 2021, and last two monthly progress meetings at Knights Close from July and October 2020
(scheme completed in December 2020) and confirmed that H&S requirements were being
discussed. For example, we confirmed the agenda for these meetings ensure all parties discuss
the contractor’s report, H&S issues raised by the Clerk of Works, and any accidents or near
misses.
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3.4 Pre-Construction Information
•

Pre-Construction Information forms an essential part of complying with the CDM Regulations.
Pre-Construction Information must be used by Principal Designers when preparing their designs,
and must also be used by the Principal Contractor to assist them in their duties in relation to the
Construction Phase Plan.

Commercial Services
•

We reviewed a sample of three sites from Commercial Services, Grander Designs, and confirmed
Pre-Construction Information was available for each project and could be provided on request.

New Builds & Development
•

We reviewed a sample of three schemes, two recently completed and one live, and confirmed
Pre-Construction Information was available for each scheme and could be provided on request.

Capital Programmes

•

We selected a sample of three projects - Maintaining Decency, Door installation and Capital Major
Works, and confirmed Pre-Construction information was available for each project could be
provided on request.

3.5 Method Statements
•

Method statements are necessary to ensure contractors have a way to control specific health and
safety risks on the project/site. Method Statements help to manage the contractor’s work, and
ensures that the necessary precautions have been communicated to those involved.

Commercial Services
•

During our testing, management were able to provide scans of method statements for a sample of
three sites from Commercial Services, Grander Designs.

New Builds & Development
•

We reviewed a sample of three development schemes, and requested method statements for
each. We were informed method statements are not held electronically, and are instead held on
site to be used by contractors. We were provided with photographs from the Tunstall development
of the method statements held on site. We were not able to confirm method statements at Knights
Close or Lewis Close, however we have not raised a recommendation because of regulations
around remote working in place at the time of this review2.

Capital Programmes
•

We reviewed a sample of three projects and confirmed method statements were in place for each
project.

3.6 H&S Files3 and F10s4
•

We reviewed H&S files and F10 submissions for nine schemes/projects across Commercial
Services, New builds and Development and Capital Programmes. Management were able to
provide evidence of H&S files and F10 submissions for each applicable site.

3.7 Procurement through frameworks
•

We were advised NCH use frameworks to procure the majority of contractors. When procuring
from a framework, NCH assesses the contractor’s suitability to meet H&S expectations during the

2

The fieldwork for this review was conducted whilst government measures were in place in response to the coronavirus
pandemic (COVID-19).
3
H&S files and F10s are required as part of CDM Regulations. H&S files are part of the overall health and safety management
system of a project, and serve as a legal record of the risks and precautions taken.
4
F10s are required to notify the HSE of any construction projects that: last longer than 30 working days and have more than 20
workers working at the same time at any point on the project; or, exceed 500 person days.
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mini competitive tender or at the direct award stage. We were also advised it is understood that
the frameworks used assess these requirements on an annual basis.
•

We reviewed specifications outlined in the Efficiency East Midlands (EEM) framework5 for the
Door Installation, Maintaining Decency and Capital major Works programmes and confirmed H&S
and CDM requirements had been outlined.

•

We reviewed the tender evaluation criteria for Robert Woodhead, the Principal Contractor for
Knights Close and Lewis Close, and confirmed contractors had been evaluated against H&S and
their construction methodology.

3.8 Insurance limits
•

At NCH Professional Indemnity (PI) and Public Liability (PL) insurance limits are a standard
£10m, however may increase depending on the contract value. We were advised this is checked
with NCH's solicitor before the contract is procured. All contracts in our sample had standard
£10m limits for PI and PL, in line with their contract values.

3.9 Ensuring the competency of contractors
•

During our review, management confirmed that NCH ensures contractors are competent during
the procurement stage:
o

If a framework is used, then the competence of the contractor is assumed as the
framework validates accreditations annually;

o

If a tender route is used, questions around the contractor’s competency are assessed
and accreditations are sought;

o

If procured through a quote, we were informed due diligence would take place.

•

We reviewed one contractor procured through a quote route, and two contractors that were
tendered, and confirmed their competency had been assessed during the procurement stage.
However, we did note significant gaps in the systems and controls in place when procuring
contractors through a tender or using quotes (please refer to the Recommendations section for
further detail).

•

In Capital Programmes we noted proposed contractors are provided with a strategic brief, in
which they must demonstrate they are able to carry out the work to the desired level of quality.
This works to assess the contractor’s competence, their ability to meet key H&S requirements and
to deliver the programme.

3.10
•

H&S site inspections

At NCH's sites and development schemes, we were advised a site manager is on site at all times
to monitor contractor’s adherence to their H&S responsibilities. If there is an issue, this is brought
up with the contractor to rectify, and repeated issues are escalated to the Project Manager.

Commercial Services
•

For Commercial Service’s sites, the Clerk of Works or Building safety Officers perform monthly
H&S inspections, and any issues found on site are communicated to the site's Project Manager.
As projects in Commercial Services are relatively small, there are no contractor meetings, and no
external H&S checks. However, we were provided with correspondence between the Clerk of
Works and the Project Manager in May 2021 where issues noted during H&S inspections in
Grander Designs schemes had been escalated.

New Builds & Developments
•

5

At NCH's development schemes, the Clerk of Works completes at least one site inspection each
month. Issues are collated onto a report and sent to all parties involved. Issues relating to H&S
are further discussed at monthly progress review meetings. We reviewed a sample of three
schemes and confirmed, at each scheme, at least one site inspection was completed for the last
three months.

A national procurement framework offering efficiency savings to the public sector
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Capital Programmes
•

•

In Capital Programmes, we were advised of various H&S site inspections. These consist of:
A monthly contractor’s report, in which contractors review their adherence to H&S;

o

A monthly internal H&S inspection completed by NCH staff reviewing 10% of all
properties completed in the month;

o

Quarterly external H&S inspections are conducted, for example by the Building Safety
Group.

We requested the last two contractors’ reports, evidence of NCH's 10% inspections and the last
external H&S inspection for the three projects in our sample. In each case, management were
able to provide evidence of the H&S inspections requested.

3.11
•

o

Reporting accidents & near misses from contractors

Accidents and near misses from contractors are reported to Board annually, and to SMT each
quarter. We reviewed the last two H&S Reports to SMT, and the last annual H&S Report to
Board, and confirmed accidents and near misses from contractors were reported. For example, in
the 2020/21 financial year, NCH reported to Board there had been one accident from a contractor,
and 45 accidents and seven incidents involving employees.

4. Risk Management
4.1 Review of mitigations stated within the risk register
We have undertaken a review of NCH’s Group Risk Register and identified no risks specific to CDM
Regulations.

5. Sector Comparison
5.1 CDM Regulations
The most up to date CDM regulations were brought into place in April 2015, prompting Registered
Providers (RPs) in England to consider whether its current H&S management arrangements were inline with the new terms. The regulations aim to ensure that H&S requirements are met by all parties
and to establish a chain of responsibility linking all parties together, as stated by the HSE in its guide
to managing contractors: “Anyone engaging contractors has H&S responsibilities, both for the
contractors and anyone else that could be affected by its activities”.
One of the key areas within the management of contractors is gaining assurance that the regulations
are being adhered to at each stage of the process, and for the life of the relationship with each
contractor. This takes a number of forms, and varies depending on the type of contractor, the works
being carried out, and the H&S risks associated with the activity. NCH’s current process of assessing
the competency of a contractor during the procurement stage is common in the sector and reflects
best practice approach of ensuring that H&S is incorporated within the contract for works, however we
noted requirements, and the control framework, could be better defined.
Best-performing housing providers are moving towards managing H&S on an organisation-wide basis,
to ensure that all activities receive a comprehensive and consistent approach. The implementation of
a central system, which can be used to identify contractors requiring H&S checks, is a positive step to
addressing the issue of possible discrepancies in the H&S management process.

5.2 Progress meetings
It is standard practice amongst RPs in the sector to have monthly meetings with contractors. These
meetings typically cover the updates on the cost of development, H&S issues and allows the Group
and its Employer’s Agent to formally feedback any suggestions for improvement and monitor
compliance with CDM Regulations. We confirmed that NCH is in-line with best practice and carried
out monthly site progress meetings.
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5.3 Construction phase plans
The construction phase plan must set out the arrangements for securing H&S during the period
construction work is carried out. These arrangements include site rules and any specific measures put
in place where work involves one or more of the risks. CDM Regulations state that for projects
involving more than one contractor, the principal contractor must ensure the plan is drawn up during
the pre-construction phase and before the construction site is set up. It must consider the information
the principal designer holds, such as the pre-construction information and any information obtained
from designers. Our review identified that NCH collates construction phase plans, as well as preconstruction information prior to the beginning of construction.

5.4 H&S File
As per CDM Regulations, the H&S file is defined as a file appropriate to the characteristics of the
project, containing relevant H&S information to be considered during any subsequent project. The file
must contain information about the current project likely to be needed to ensure H&S during any
subsequent work, such as maintenance, cleaning, refurbishment or demolition. As the client, NCH
should ensure that the principal designer prepares the H&S file for a project. As the project
progresses, the client must ensure that the principal designer regularly updates, reviews, and revises
the H&S file to take account of the work and any changes that have occurred. NCH was able to
demonstrate that the principal designers prepared H&S files.
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6. Recommendations
6.1 Monitoring compliance with CDM requirements
Observation

Risk

We were advised that NCH does not currently have an assurance
programme in place to review contractor’s ongoing compliance
with CDM requirements across all programmes.

NCH and its contractors could
be in breach of CDM
regulations.

Currently, aspects of monitoring compliance are performed by
individual teams, and on a project by project basis, and therefore
there is no central oversight at NCH to ensure all contractors are
complying with their CDM requirements.
We would expect to see regular validation checks of contractor’s
accreditations, audits of key CDM documents such as the
Construction Phase Plan and Pre-Construction Information and
periodic site visits, to ensure contractors continue to adhere to
their requirements.
Priority

Recommendation
NCH should implement an assurance programme to ensure all its
contractors are adhering to CDM and H&S requirements. This
programme should include, but not be limited to:
•
•
•

Significant

Audits and checks on contractors on site;
Validation checks of key CDM documents;
Compliance with CDM procedures.

Management Response

Responsibility

Timescale

Agreed. The audit of CDM including a review of
the CDM policy are identified in the current inhouse audit programme for this financial year. In
light of the findings of this audit the review of the
policy will begin with immediate effect.

Head of
Corporate
Health and
Safety.

Policy: review by November
2021. Audit Programme
commence Jan 2022.
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6.2 Procurement through obtaining quotes
Observation

Risk

During our review, we found that there are no systems or controls
in place to ensure CDM and H&S requirements are being
considered when procuring contractors after obtaining direct
quotes.

NCH has insufficient
assurance over whether
contractors procured through
the quote route can meet H&S
and CDM requirements, which
could result in a breach of
CDM regulations.

Our testing did note management could evidence the due
diligence (including a review of H&S requirements) for the
Principal Designer for Lewis Close development, procured after
obtaining three quotes.
However currently, NCH is permitted to procure a contractor after
obtaining three quotes up to OJEU thresholds (approx. £120k).
This means it is possible to procure contracts of considerable
value with no requirement to consider H&S and CDM regulations.
We noted that procuring managers are encouraged to ensure that
consistent H&S and CDM considerations are made through this
process, however there is no consistent method used as standard
across NCH.

Priority

Recommendation
NCH consider the procurement processes for procurements using
quotes to ensure there is guidance on the approach for obtaining
assurance of H&S and CDM compliance measures where
necessary.

Significant

Management Response

Responsibility

Timescale

Recommendation agreed. We will review the
procurement processes to ensure that
H&S/CDM requirements are built into the quote
process and ensure evidence is retained.

Sourcing
Manager

By December 2021
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6.3 Ensuring contractors’ H&S accreditations
Observation

Risk

NCH does not require, as standard, contractors to be a member of
a recognised H&S body, such as ConstructionOnline or being an
SSIP registered member. Best practice ensures all contractors are
part of a recognised H&S body to ensure they are competent
enough to meet all H&S requirements.

Contractors may not be
competent, resulting in a poor
quality of work, potential H&S
issues and breach of CDM
regulations.

Recommendation

Priority

NCH should consider utilising memberships to recognised H&S
bodies as part of the procurement process, especially for highvalue or high-risk CDM works.

Minor

Management Response

Responsibility

Timescale

Accepted. Procurement exercises will be
reviewed on a case by case basis to assess if it
is appropriate to specify or require accreditation.
Consideration will be given to what accreditation
may be appropriate, noting that this could be a
potential barrier for some contractors.

Sourcing
Manager

Ongoing
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6.4 CDM policy and procedure
Observation

Risk

NCH has an overarching document in place that outlines all
operations, policy, and procedures for managing CDM, titled HS05
CDM. During our review we found that this document should be
reviewed every two years, however, was last reviewed in May
2015.

HS05 CDM does not reflect
current practices, staff are
unaware of their
responsibilities and therefore
CDM regulations are not
adhered to.

Recommendation

Priority

NCH should ensure it reviews HS05 CDM as soon as practically
possible, ensuring it reflects all current practices.

Minor

Management Response

Responsibility

Timescale

Agreed. HS05 will be reviewed as well as a
general review of the processes around CDM
2015.

Head of
Corporate
Health and
Safety / Head
of Governance
and
Compliance.

Complete by December 2021
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7. Terms of Reference
#

Risk

Expected Control

CDM Regulations
N.B. testing will consider both the commercial services work streams and the asset management
programme.
1.1

Death or Personal Injury

NCH has a suitable policy on contractor’s Health and Safety,

to staff, contractors or

including use of subcontractors which includes the

customers.

appointment and due diligence applied.
Suitable supporting procedures are in place to ensure this is
managed throughout the business.
(N.B. Confirm that the content and scope of CDM procedures
are in line with those seen at peer organisations)
(N.B. Confirm that the procedures have been effectively
distributed to the relevant colleagues and are embedded into
CDM working practices).

1.2

Responsibilities for the

The Group has an appropriately qualified officer charged with

management of health

the management of contractor’s health and safety for both

and safety are not

internal and external contract works.

managed effectively.

CDM is managed effectively in line with the updated
regulations and changed roles and responsibilities.

1.3

1.4

NCH fails to evidence is

Contractual health and safety requirements are suitably

health and safety

logged in a central register and are reported in contract

activities.

management meetings.

Development works are

Pre-construction/works assessments are in place for a sample

not properly administered

of current projects onsite.

by NCH.

Method statements have been received from the contractor for
the sites reviewed above and have been/are being reviewed
by the Contract Administrator / NCH.
H&S files exist for completed contracts/schemes and any
CDM submissions to the HSE can be evidenced where the
length of time of works has exceeded 30 days.

1.5

NCH fails to manage its

Tenders and contracts state the Group’s expectation from

contractual

health and safety and systems are appropriate to manage this.

responsibilities in relation
to Health and Safety.

Insurance limits for PL and PI are suitable for the contract and
do not expose the Group to risk as a result of the actions of a
contractor.
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#

Risk

Expected Control

CDM Regulations
All contractors are members of Constructionline, where
relevant.
A competency assessment exists for all contractors.
Health and Safety inspections are undertaken consistently
across the Group to ensure that contractors are adhering to
their responsibilities for Health and Safety.
Accidents and near misses from contractors are reported to
Board or an appropriate Committee.
NCH has an assurance programme in place to review
contractors’ ongoing compliance with CDM requirements
across all programmes.
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8. Definitions of Assurance
8.1 Assurance Gradings
We use categories to classify internal audit assurance over the processes we examine, as follows:
Assurance

Definition

level

Findings indicate serious weaknesses in the control framework which could
threaten the ability of the Group to achieve its objectives; or, there is evidence
Limited

that despite any corrective action already taken, key risks are crystallising in the
area under review or have already crystallised. This assurance opinion may also
cover the scenario where our audit work was obstructed such that we cannot
conclude on the effectiveness of internal controls.
Control weaknesses have been noted that require corrective action if the control

Needs
Improvement

framework is to be considered as operating effectively. Where such remedial
action has already been identified by management, this is not currently
considered to be sufficient, or sufficiently progressing to address the severity of
the control weaknesses identified.
While the control framework has been found to be generally well designed,
control issues and / or areas for improvement have been identified. Where

Adequate

action is in progress to address these findings and any other issues known to
management, these actions will be at too early a stage to allow a ‘substantial’
assurance audit opinion to be given.

Substantial

Findings indicate that on the whole, controls are satisfactory, although some
good practice enhancements may have been recommended

8.2 Recommendation Gradings
In order to assist management in using our internal audit reports, we categorise our recommendations
according to their level of priority, as follows:
Definition
Critical

Critical recommendations represent fundamental control weaknesses, which
expose the Group to a high degree of unnecessary risk.

Highly Important

Highly Important recommendations relate to matters which present some
likelihood of seriously threatening the achievement of the Group’s strategic
objectives.

Significant

Significant recommendations represent significant control weaknesses which
expose the Group to a moderate degree of unnecessary risk.

Minor

Minor recommendations show areas where we have highlighted opportunities to
implement a good or better practice, to improve efficiency or further reduce
exposure to risk.
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9. Audit Timetable
Audit Area

CDM Regulations

Associate Director

Rob Hanley

Senior Manager

Jon Bennett

Senior Auditor

Mahedur Chowdhury

NCH Team

Adrian Cheetham, Sarah Chandler, Steve Edlin, Joanne Hill

Milestone

Planned

Actual

Audit days

8

8

Start on site

June 2021

28.06.21

Fieldwork end date

June 2021

09.07.21

Draft report issued

July 2021

10.08.21

Management responses

July 2021

18.08.21

Final report issued

August 2021

20.08.21
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10. Statement of Responsibility
We take responsibility to Nottingham City Homes for this report which is prepared on the basis of the
limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention
and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with management, with internal audit providing a
service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the
adequacy and effectiveness of the system of internal control arrangements implemented by
management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to
providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant
control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be relied upon to identify all
strengths and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud
or irregularity. Even sound systems of internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute
assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our
work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all
improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you
for their full impact before they are implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not
be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management
practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in
part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or rely for any reason
whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or
modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom.
Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.

Contact
Rob Hanley, Associate Director
rob.hanley@mazars.co.uk
Mazars is an internationally integrated partnership,
specialising in audit, accountancy, advisory, tax
and legal services*. Operating in over 90 countries
and territories around the world, we draw on the
expertise of 40,400 professionals – 24,400 in
Mazars’ integrated partnership and 16,000 via the
Mazars North America Alliance – to assist clients of
all sizes at every stage in their development.
*where permitted under applicable country laws.

www.mazars.com
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Disclaimer
This report (“Report”) was prepared by Mazars LLP at the request of Nottingham City Homes
and terms for the preparation and scope of the Report have been agreed with them. The
matters raised in this Report are only those which came to our attention during our internal audit
work. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information provided in this Report is
as accurate as possible, Internal Audit have only been able to base findings on the information
and documentation provided and consequently no complete guarantee can be given that this
Report is necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist, or of all the
improvements that may be required.
The Report was prepared solely for the use and benefit of Nottingham City Homes and to the
fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability to
any third party who purports to use or rely for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its
contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation, amendment and/or modification.
Accordingly, any reliance placed on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract,
reinterpretation, amendment and/or modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Please refer to the Statement of Responsibility in this report for further information about
responsibilities, limitations and confidentiality.
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Snapshot of Internal Audit Activity
Below is a snapshot of the current position of the delivery of the 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan.

Planning & Audits in Progress
The following reviews are currently in progress:
▪ Gas Safety – Q1

Audits Completed / Reports Finalised
We have completed one review since the previous
Committee meeting:
• Construction, Design and Management (CDM)
Regulations compliance.

.

Audit Actions
Going forward, we will regularly report the number of
recommendations raised through our work, and the result
of our follow up reviews.

Spotlight on Social Housing
Webinars
During June 2021 we have hosted a webinar series
for board members, executives and finance teams
working across the social housing sector. Topics
covered include the delivery of ESG targets,
pensions and Cyber Security.
Recordings of the webinars are on our website:
Spotlight on social housing - Mazars - United
Kingdom
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Summary of the 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan
The table below lists the 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan and a status summary for all reviews.
Fieldwork
dates

Q1
Q1

Audit

Gas Safety
Construction Design and Management (CDM)
Regulations

Status

Assurance
Level

Findings
Total
C

HI

S

M

-

-

2

2

Fieldwork complete

Final report
Planning in progress

Q2

Allocations and Lettings

Q3

NCH’s response to COVID 19

Scheduled

Q3

Core Financial Controls

Scheduled

Q3

Employee Safety and Wellbeing

Scheduled

Q3

Data Quality and Integrity

Scheduled

Q3

Market Rented Properties

Scheduled

Q4

Data Governance

Scheduled

Q4

Void Management

Scheduled

Q4

Governance and Financial Management of Subsidiaries

Scheduled

Q4

Follow-up

Scheduled

Adequate

4

Contacts
Rob Hanley
Associate Director, Mazars
Rob.Hanley@mazars.co.uk
Jon Bennett
Senior Manager, Mazars
Jon.Bennett@Mazrs.co.uk

We take responsibility to Nottingham City Homes for this report which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with management, with internal audit providing a service to
management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the system of internal control arrangements implemented by management and perform sample testing on
those controls in the period under review with a view to providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be relied upon to identify all strengths and weaknesses
in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or irregularity. Even sound systems of internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance and may not be proof against
collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all improvements that
might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you for their full impact before they are implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not be taken as a substitute for
management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no responsibility and
disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or reply for any reason whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or modification by any third party is
entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom. Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.

High

Med

Low

Outstanding Actions as of last Audit Meeting = 5

1

4

0

Current Outstanding Actions = 3

3

0

0

Appendix 1

New Actions since last report = 10 Outstanding actions completed since last report =12 Actions with extended target dates since last report = 1

CURRENT OUTSTANDING AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS AUG 2021
Audit & Date of Issue

Recommendations

Priority

Original Target Date

Initial Agreed Mgmt Response

Current Status

Revised Target Date

Reason for extension to
target date

Responsible Officer

ITEM: 3.1

NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES
AUDIT RISK AND
COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
REPORT OF THE HEAD OF GOVERNANCE
AND COMPLIANCE

1 SEPTEMBER 2021

GROUP RISK MANAGEMENT
1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

The Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee (ARCC) is overseeing the majority of
the recommendations from the David Tolson Partnership (DTP) report on risk
management and internal audit. A draft of a new Risk Management Framework
was approved by the Committee at its meeting in May. New Board level risk
registers are now being created across the Group. As part of this exercise a new
Corporate Risk Register has been created and is attached at Appendix 1 for the
Committee to consider and recommend for agreement to the Group Board.

1.2

While risk management processes are being reviewed key Company risks in
relation to Brexit, Covid-19 and Business Continuity continue to be managed and
the controls are now embedded within the relevant sections of the new Risk
Register.

1.3

There have been no dispensations from financial regulations since the last
meeting.

1.4

Customer and employee cases that present a potential risk to NCH are included in
the report for the Committee to note.

1.5

ARCC may choose to invite risk owners to future meetings to get a greater
understanding of the risks in their areas.

2

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Board:

2.1

Reviews and recommends the new Corporate Risk Register for agreement by the
Group Board.

2.2

Notes the content of the remainder of the report.

3

REPORT
New Corporate Risk Register

3.1

The Committee is aware that a review of Group wide risk management processes
has been conducted by DTP Limited. The Group Board endorsed the
recommendations from the review and a Risk Management Action Plan has been

drawn up to implement its recommendations. The Plan forms part of a wider
review of Governance across the Group.
3.2

To date the Action Plan is progressing well. Risk training for senior managers took
place recently to facilitate completion of the Corporate Risk Register (CRR). A new
CRR has been developed by working with managers and is attached at Appendix
1 for ARCC to consider. Work has also commenced on Project and Service related
risk registers. A revised NCH RP Risk Register has been developed and agreed by
the RP Board and is attached as Appendix 2.

3.3

Further risk management training is currently being co-ordinated. It is envisaged
that training for Board Members will take place before the Group Board meeting on
2 December. The final version will be considered by the Group Board at its
meeting on 30 September. The NCHEL Risk Register is being developed and is
due to be considered by the NCHEL Board on 8 September.

3.4

The new CRR and NCH RP risk registers have been built around the risks
identified in the Corporate Plan and the RoSH Sector Risk Profile 2020. The latter
provides an update on key risks and challenges being faced by the sector as a
whole and sets out expectations as to how Boards should respond and manage
the risks. It recognises the challenges resulting from a higher profile on tenant
safety in the aftermath of the Grenfell Tower fire, the negotiations on the UK’s
future relationship with the EU and the need to have robust business planning and
assurance frameworks in place to ensure Boards make robust, well informed
decisions. It also recognises the impact of the pandemic on the sector and the
need for strong governance to ensure Boards identify and correctly respond to the
risks they and the sector face.

3.5

In devising new risk registers we have tried to be consistent in categorising the
risks across Group, NCH RP and NCHEL Boards. The following six categories are
included in CRR. Each heading is followed by a definition of the risks covered
within it. Most of these categories are also contained in the NCH RP and NCH EL
risk registers.

3.6

•

Governance – Governance arrangements are in place that allow the Board
to function effectively
Summary – the risks identified focus on whether the Group constitution has
the right structures and level of skill and training to set the strategic direction
of travel for the organisation, deliver its objectives and manage key
stakeholder relationships effectively.

•

Finance – Financial risks are clearly identified and managed with strong
financial controls to ensure financial viability.
Summary – the risks identified focus on having clear financial planning and
controls in place and being able to provide Board with clear oversight of the
Group’s financial position and performance.

•

Legal and Regulatory – NCH Group complies with all legal and regulatory
requirements

Summary – the risks include whether the Board is aware of all of its legal
and statutory responsibilities and is able to demonstrate compliance with
them, and that reputational, GDPR and data risks are also being managed.
•

Property – All properties comply with the Decent Homes Standard, are safe
and are regularly repaired and maintained
Summary – risks highlighted include compliance with the Health and Safety
requirements of forthcoming Building Safety legislation, the big 6 areas of
compliance (asbestos, gas, electricity, water, fire, lifts) and meeting the
Decent Homes standard across all properties. Risks around repair service
delivery and building of new homes are also included.

•

People – the wellbeing of residents, contractors and employees is
embedded in everything we do.
Summary – risks include managing and monitoring health, safety and
wellbeing of residents and ensuring we are able to recruit and retain a high
performing workforce

•

Service – Effective management and engagement with residents to give
confidence in our ability to deliver key services
Summary – risks identified include those associated with the effective
management of complaints, maintaining high levels of customer satisfaction,
ensuring residents have a voice, and insight and reputational risk.

3.7

Each risk has been scored against the Likelihood and Impact rating set out in the
Risk Management Framework and a number of actions have been identified to
bring the risk down to an acceptable level of risk appetite. Each risk has been
defined in a positive way rather than negatively so for example we have avoided
saying “the risk of not maintaining a VFM high performing repairs and maintenance
service”. The Committee might want to consider whether this is how the Group
should set out its risks.

3.8

In completing this exercise we have recognised that not every risk can be
managed down to a Green or low risk level. So for example in 3. Regulatory - Risk
2, which concerns data and cyber security, we believe there is only so much we
can do to provide protection from e.g. a cyber attack, because we do not have full
control of our IT systems (they are managed by NCC) and attackers are invariably
one step ahead of their intended victims. We also recognise that risks will change
and evolve over a period of time, and so a regular monitoring and review process
is being introduced to be overseen by the Risk Management Group.

3.9

Responsibility for the management of risk is set out in 4.6 of the Risk Management
Framework. In summary, the Group Board has overall responsibility for the Risk
Management Framework and key strategic risks. Subsidiary Boards will each
have their own risk register which will be reviewed at each meeting. ARCC will
oversee the risk management process. Subject to ARCC’s input, the CRR will be
submitted to Group Board for approval on 30 September.
Current Risk

3.10

Appendix 1 includes a summary page which highlights the direction of travel from
the gross risk scores (with no controls or mitigations) to the current risk score and
proposes the target risk level which is based on the risk appetite.

3.11

The key current risks with the highest scores are:
Gross Current Target
Risk
Risk
Risk
Score Score
Score
REG2

Robust data management which enables
company to meet obligations from RoSH &
under GDPR/ICO and cyber security
GOV1
Board is able to set strategic direction for the
organisation and manage the risks associated
with this.
GOV2
There is a highly skilled, diverse and well trained
Board able to lead NCH
GOV3
There is a strong relationship with key
stakeholders
PEOP1 Health and safety for tenants/properties is
effectively managed and monitored
PEOP3 Health,safety and wellbeing for staff and
contractors is effectively managed and
monitored
SERV5 Availability of resources to deliver customers'
expectations with regard to service delivery

12

9

MEDIUM

12

8

LOW

12

8

LOW

12

8

LOW

12

8

LOW

12

8

LOW

12

8

LOW

3.12

The above risks all have inherently high risks prior to controls and mitigations, but
have been mitigated down to medium risks with one exception.
• REG2 is impacted by external factors but additional assurance will be
sought to reduce this risk.
• GOV1, GOV2, GOV3 risks will reduce as the Governance Action plan is
achieved and additional Board and Committee members are inducted and
trained
• PEOP1 & PEOPL3 has a higher impact score as Health and Safety for
individuals is considered a critical factor. The risks are also impacted by the
effects of Covid-19. A range of actions are underway to reduce the
likelihood for these risks.
• SERV5 is impacted by the resources available through a declining
Management Fee, a clearer HRA Business plan would aid financial planning
and management and careful consideration of service requirements will be
given through the budget setting process.

3.12

DISPENSATIONS FROM FINANCIAL REGULATIONS

3.12.1 A Register of Dispensations has been established, and the Terms of Reference of
this Committee include a responsibility to ensure compliance against the Financial
Regulations, and, Tender & Contract Procedure Rules. There have been no
dispensations from these regulations to report since the Committee last met.
3.13

ALLEGED EMPLOYEE FRAUD REPORTING

3.13.1 There are currently two cases of potential employee fraud since the last meeting.
The relevant extract from the employee fraud report which sets out the cases of
potential employee fraud since the last meeting is attached as Appendix 3. Further
details of potential employee fraud are contained in the confidential section of the
Committee Papers.
3.14

NEW CASES OR MATERIAL CHANGES TO PREVIOUSLY REPORTED HIGH
RISK CASES

3.14.1 There are currently two cases that present a high risk to the Group in the future.
Details of these cases are contained in the confidential section of the Committee
Papers at Appendix 4. Please note that the Committee will be provided with any
updates to existing cases previously reported, along with details of new cases.
4

FINANCIAL, LEGAL AND RISK IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Financial Implications

4.1.1

None identified

4.2

Legal Implications

4.2.1

Risk Management Frameworks and Registers are not legally required except for
specific types of assessment (e.g. those relating to health and safety, fire and
environmental risks), however they are required by the regulators in a number of
sectors, including registered social landlords, (RSH Governance and Finance
Viability Standard), and are recognised good practice elsewhere. Legal
requirements relating to registered providers are addressed in the separate
Registered Provider Risk Register.

4.2.2

The Board supported by ARCC are responsible for understanding, identifying and
managing all risks faced by the Organisation, through assessing risk prior to
making all key decisions. This should ensure that the Company is able to meet its
objectives in the longer term. Boards should also ensure that they undertake
challenging stress testing against the possibility that a number of risks crystallise
simultaneously.

4.3

Risk Implications

4.3.1

Risk implications across the NCH Group are included in the register.

5

IMPLICATIONS FOR NCH RP’s OBJECTIVES

5.1

The Group Risk Register supports all of the Company’s objectives by ensuring
there is effective management of NCH’s services and activities.

6

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Has the equality impact of these proposals been assessed?
 No (this report does not contain proposals which require an EIA)

7

BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS REFERRED TO IN
COMPILING THIS REPORT

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

Appendix 1 – Proposed Corporate Risk Register
Appendix 2 – RP Risk Register
Appendix 3 – Alleged Employee Fraud Report
Appendix 4 – Details of High Risk Cases

Contact officers:

Date: 25 August 2021

Name: George Pashley
Nottingham City Homes
Loxley House
Station Street
Nottingham
NG2 3NJ
07962 395269
George.pashley@nottinghamcityhomes.org.uk

NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES GROUP RISK REGISTER

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

Likelihood

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

01

Board is able to set strategic direction for the organisation and
manage the risks associated with this.

Person responsible for
On scale
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
Head of Business
3
Transformation/Head of
Governance & Compliance

02

There is a highly skilled, diverse and well trained Board able to
lead NCH

Head of Governance and
Compliance

03

There is a strong relationship with key stakeholders

Impact

Risk Score

Gross Risk Rating

Existing Controls

Likelihood

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

Impact

Risk Score

Current Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

4

12

HIGH

a. Group Corporate Plan provides overall direction travel. b.
Board were consulted in Corporate Planning process
c. Annual business planning process in place.
d. Business development professional support is available
e. Annual Corporate Plan updates provided to Board
f.
Review of risk management process currently being
undertaken

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a. Completion of Board, service and project risk registers
b. Compliance with NHF Code of Governance
c. Review of Board reporting process in line with b.

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Board consititution allows for a diverse appointment of
people.
b. There are appraisal, induction and training programme in
place
c. Recruitment is undertaken competitively with an extensive
recruitment campaign recently undertaken

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a.Board recruitment to be completed
b. Board succession needs reviewing as part of ongoing
governance review.
c.
Appraisal and learning process to be reviewed and embedded
d. Annual assessment of Board effectiveness statement to be
put in place
e. Board
composition being considered as part of Governance review

LOW

EMT/Head of Governance &
Compliance

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Board is regularly updated on NCC funding and direction of
travel in reports.
b. Board is regularly updated on work of other Committees
and Boards
c. Partnership Forum exists to discuss key business with NCC
d. Councillors sit on NCH Boards and Committees

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a. Conduct Board/EMT exercise to identify key stakeholders
and consider how best to influence them

LOW

04

Information provided to Board is accurate, sufficiently robust so EMT/Head of Governance &
that Board is able to make an informed decision
Compliance

3

4

12

HIGH

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Test effectiveness of Internal Auditors
Training on report writing and research
Review of current Board paper circulation process

LOW

05

Implementation of the NHF Code/Industry best practice

3

3

9

HIGH

a. Committee cycle process is currently in place including a
Forward plan.
b. Director and Chief Executive scrutiny is built into the report
review process.
c. Expert legal/finance/OD risk/ categories are populated in
each report
d. Skills matrix to monitor Board Members
specialism/expertise
e. Verbal presentation by author
a. Current Governance Action Plan has been produced
b. GSC are overseeing
c.
DTP report on ongoing support on risk is supporting the
process.
d.
Recent Review of compliance

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Ongoing management of project
b.
Continued and timely GSC support and decision making in key
areas

1 of 12

EMT/Head of Governance &
Compliance

01 GOV

c.

b.

LOW
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02

FINANCIAL RISK

Financial risks are clearly identified and managed with strong financial controls to ensure financial viability

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

01

There is a clear financial plan which demonstrates viability and
sustainability, with consideration to risks which may impact
financial performance

Person responsible for
On scale
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
AD Finance & Procurement
3

02

There are strong financial controls in place to ensure income and AD Finance & Procurement
expenditure is appropriately accounted for, statutory reporting
requirements are met and risks are minimised

03

There are mechanisms in place to monitor and assess funding,
new business & development opportunities

04

Board & Management has clear financial oversight of the Group's AD Finance & Procurement
financial performance and involvement in the planning process

AD Finance & Procurement/ AD
Development

Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Gross Risk Rating

Existing Controls

Likelihood

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

Risk Owner:

Jo Clifford
Date of last review:

Impact

Risk Score

Current Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

3

9

HIGH

a. 3 Year Corporate Plan in place for NCH Group and reviewed
at least annually
b. Annual budget produced and monitored
c. Regular re-forecasting of financial performance
d. Covid impact assessment and recovery plans implemented
more rapidly

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Medium term financial plan to be produce with Stress
testing
b. Develop agreed parameters and tolerances for baseline
financial performance including cashflow and balance sheet
c. Roll out additional oracle functionality and finance training
to aid budget mgt and forecasting

4

3

12

HIGH

2

2

4

LOW

a. Regular updating of Fin.Regs and Procurement procedures
b. Ensure SLA's in place and monitored between different
Boards and Group Board.

LOW

3

3

9

HIGH

a. SO's, Financial regulations and procurement procedures in
place and operating
b. NCH Oracle finance system with separate ledger operating
for different Group accounts with in-built hierarchies/controls
c. Internal audit of key financial controls (Assurance)
d. External audit of annual accounts & corp tax
comps(Assurance)
NCC SLA for VAT returns and reporting, local authority data
a. Modelling completed for new opportunities
b. Approval process for significant new projects
c. Oversight of project performance via CPB or Boards
d. Formal funding agreements in place with NCC

3

2

6

MEDIUM

a. Further engagement with NCC re: future funding options
b. Define project owner to set assumptions for development
appraisals and be accountable
c. Review and develop business case/financial modelling
d. Establish bids and funding group with processes for bidding
e. Strengthen project management and oversight

LOW

3

3

9

HIGH

a. Regular financial reporting to Board
b. Monthly reporting to EMT

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Engage with Board to ensure reporting is fit for purpose
b. Assess the existing financial reporting and implement
improvements

LOW

0

0

2 of 12

0
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03

Legal and regulatory compliance

NCH complies with all relevant statutory and regulatory requirements

Risk Owner: Jo Clifford

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Gross Risk Rating

Existing Controls

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

On scale
of 1-4

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

01

Board is aware of all of its regulatory and legal obligations and
can demonstrate compliance with them

Person responsible for
managing controls and
further actions (may be
more than one person)
Head of Governance and
Compliance

02

Robust data management which enables company to meet
obligations from RoSH & under GDPR/ICO and cyber security

03

Changes in Government or Government Policy or Council policy
impact on operating environment and business model

Likelihood

Date of last review:

Impact

Risk Score

Current Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Away day and annual report produced outlining compliance
with relevant regulations and legislation.
b. All Board and Company reports carry advice on related legal
and regulatory requirements.
c. A Group Solicitor and legal advisory framework is available
companywide
d. Project set
up to comply with White Paper on Social Housing

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Guidance to be updated in light of implementation of
White Paper on Social Housing
b. A review against updated regulations needs to be
undertaken
c. Board recruitment to be completed to increase membership

Head of Governance and
Compliance/ Head of
Business Transformation

4

3

12

HIGH

a. Senior managers provide advice and support.
b. All NCH Group employees receive mandatory annual
training on GDPR
c. There is an ICT Acceptable Use Policy, Business Continuity
plan and Disaster Recovery procedures in place
d. IT infrastructure managed by NCC via SLA
e. Data Protection Policy / Data Management
strategycompleted
f. NCC provide high level perimeter security and test to PSN
standard annually and engage with NCCS.

3

3

9

HIGH

a. Further assurance should be provided on cyber security and
GDPR.
b. Annual
updates to be provided plus monitoring via ARCC
c. Review of provisions via Internal Audit at some point

Head of Business
Transformation

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Changes to Government policy and their impact are
regulalry reported to the Board
b.
Regular updates on legislative and policy changes are provided
to all NCH NEDs
c. The Group
employ a Policy and Planning Manager to advise on all current
and impending policy changes
d. Board papers include a paragraph on the legal & risk
implications applying to each report

1

4

4

LOW

a. Completion of project plan on White Paper on social
Housing
Stress testing to consider impact of potential govt/NCC
changes

03 REG

MEDIUM

LOW
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04

PROPERTY

All properties comply with the decent home standard, are safe and are regularly repaired and maintained

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

01

Likelihood

Person responsible for
On scale
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
Maintain 100% compliance with regulatory H&S requirements for Building Safety Manager
3
the main six areas of compliance (Asbestos, Gas, Fire, Water,
Electric, Lifts).

Impact

Risk Score

Gross Risk Rating

Existing Controls

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

3

9

HIGH

Likelihood

Risk Owner:

Adrian Cheetham
Date of last review:

Impact

Risk Score

Current Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

a. There is a compliance control regime in place including
quarterly reports and ARCC oversight
b. Compliance is monitored monthly via the Building Safet
Group
c.
Gas, EICR's, water hygiene, lifts, FRA & Asbestos testing
regime is in place
d.
There is a competent fire safety professional to undertake risk
assessments
e. regular
staff training takes place
f. Audits are
undertaken by Third party specialists

2

3

6

MEDIUM

1

3

3

LOW

a. Continue to monitor the requirements that are coming from
the BSM, FSB and the White Paper

LOW

a. Continue to undertake SCS every 5 years to inform the
investment plan
b.
continue to target HRA investment to achieving decency.

LOW

a. Monitoring of tenant satisfaction on customer service and
quality of repair, supported by the financial benchmarking
undertaken by Housemark.
b. Ongoing review
of Brexit implications and Covid 19 impact

LOW

a. External advice being sought for funding
models/opportunities

LOW

02

Meet the legal requirements for Building Safety that will become Asst Director (Asset Mgt)
legislation in 2023.

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. The Building Safety group has been set up
Building Safety Team has been created
Building Safety Manager has been recruited

03

Maintain 100% compliance with the Decent Homes Standard and Asst Director (Asset Mgt)
any associated amendments.

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Stock condition checks every 5 years
b.
investment of £173m
c.
Currently delivering against Nottingham plus Standard

2

2

4

LOW

04

Maintain a high performing VFM Repairs and Maintenance
Service.

Asst Director (R&M)

2

4

8

HIGH

a. Qualified repairs team in place to undertake repairs
b.
Regular performance and financial reporting to Board c.
There is new complaints policy in place for customers
d. Defined asset management plan and stock condition
surveys

1

3

3

MEDIUM

05

Ability to develop and fund a supply of new build homes.

Asst Director (Development)

3

2

6

MEDIUM

a. Professional staff are in place to identify and apply for new
funding.
b. Regular
reports on potential opportunities are provided to Board

2

2

4

LOW

4 of 12
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c.

b. A

a. Completion of regular compliance testing
b.
Implementation of digital strategy with consolidated asset
management data in Northgate system
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PEOPLE

The wellbeing of residents, contractors and employees is embedded in everything we do.

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

01

Health and safety for tenants/properties is effectively managed
and monitored

Person responsible for
On scale
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
Building Safety Group
3

02

NCH recruits, develops and retains a high performing workforce,
to deliver excellent customer services

03

Health,safety and wellbeing for staff and contractors is effectively EMT
managed and monitored

Head of OD

Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Gross Risk Rating

Existing Controls

Likelihood

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

Jo Clifford
Date of last review:

Impact

Risk Score

Current Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

4

12

HIGH

a. Risk assessment processes in place for tenant/property
related activities including covid
b. CDM processes and manager in place and regularly applied
c. Accident reporting and monitoring system in place (but
needs review)
d. Reporting via EMT & H&S Committee
e. Covid task force meetings and recovery plans

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a. Review of CDM and Risk Assessment processes
b.
Ensure H&S reporting is split to clearly identify properties
owned by different Group entities.
c. review the
incident reporting system to be completed

3

4

12

HIGH

a. OD strategy, Recruitment Policy, L&D policies in place and
operating effectively
b. Job evaluation scheme to ensure consistent pay policies,
JD's & Person Specs
c. Qualified HR staff in place to support successful
recruitment and retention
d. Staff surveys, exit interviews, Your Forum and other forums
gather insight into workforce satisfaction
e. Learning &

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Continuous review and updating of policies
b. Relaunch Performance Mgt Framework incl. 1-2-1's and
appraisals
c. Deliver corporate plan committments over life of plan
d. Review of IntraGroup Agreements

LOW

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Risk assessment processes in place for staff/contractor
related activities
b. CDM processes and manager in place and regularly applied
c. Accident reporting and monitoring system in place with
H&S Committee
d. Relevant training in place for managers & staff
e. Covid task force and recovery plans
f. Comprehensive wellbeing support options for staff

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a. Develop new guidance for 'Better Ways of Working'
b. Updated absence management training for all managers

LOW

0

5 of 12

Risk Owner:

0
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SERVICES

Ref
------

Sub-Risks
Resp. Officer
Likelihood
This column details the risks within each risk category. These risks Person responsible for
On scale
are peculiar to NCH RP ltd.
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
The Tenants voice is effectively heard and acted upon in the
Assistant Director of Tenancy
3
decision making related to the management of their homes
and Estate Management

01

Effective management and engagement with residents give confidence in our ability to delivr key services

Impact
On scale
of 1-4

Risk Score
Likelihood
x Impact

Gross Risk Rating
From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

Existing Controls
Likelihood
This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

Impact
On scale
of 1-4

Risk Score
Likelihood
x Impact

Risk Owner:

Adrian Cheetham/Steve Feast
Date of last review:

Current Risk Rating
From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

Further Action Required
This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

Target Risk
This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
Low

3

9

High

a. TLI Strategy and involvement framework, TPAS
b.
accreditation of involvement approaches,
c.
Tenants involved in governance structure
d.
Dedicated TLI Team to support and engage tenants, Feedback
to Tenants.
e Regular inhouse survey outcomes provided to EMT and Board
f. Complaints procedure in place with outcomes reported to
Board/EMT
g. ALMO
Board in place and 2 tenant reps on Group Board

2

3

6

Moderate

a. Review of Tenant and Leaseholder involvement Strategy,
b. Development of Resident Engagement in building safety,
c. TPAS review of resident involvement mechanisms
d.
Separate customer satisfaction surveys and complaints
reporting for all tenants

NCH Tenants Charter determines service standards,
Professional and appropriately trained staff, Performance
Management Framework ensures delivery of service
standards, Complaints Policy and procedure, Process to
address Councilor and MP enquiries

1

3

3

Moderate

a. Implementation of performance metrics once released by
regulator

Low

02

Finding of serious detriment by the Housing Ombudsman or
significant complaints referred to the Housing Regulator

Director of Housing / Director
of Property

3

3

9

High

03

Reputational damage caused by failure to deliver services to
agreed standards

Heads of Service

2

3

6

Moderate

a. NCH Tenants Charter determines service standards,
b.
Professional and appropriately trained staff
c.
Performance Management Framework ensures delivery of
service standards, Complaints Policy and procedure, d.
Process to address Councilor and MP enquiries
e. Risk
Registers in place to identify and manage risk
f. Marketing
and Comms team and Plan in place
g. Business
Continuit and Disaster Recovery Plans in place

1

3

3

Moderate

a. Performance improvements in areas including repairs and
maintenance, customer self-service, customer contact
management and customer service
b. Deliver
Companywide social media training
c. Overarching
Business Continuity Plan to be completed.

Low

04

Tenants and other stakeholders appropriately challenge and hold Director of Housing
NCH to account

3

3

9

High

a. Governance Structures in place involving tenants,
b.STAR
and transactional surveys in place to gain tenant feedback

2

3

6

Moderate

a. TPAS support for ALMO Board,
b.
Actions linked to implementation of Code of Governance,
c. Revised Tenants and Leaseholder involvement strategy

Low

05

Availability of resources to deliver customers' expectations with
regard to service delivery

3

4

12

High

a. Management Fee negotiation in Place,
b.
Strategic planning process, budgeting and financial controls
c. Regular budget reports to Board and EMT

2

4

8

Moderate

a. Additional support for budget managers for PBB process
b. HRA 30yr business plan required to support longer term
financial planning

Low

6 of 12

Director of Corporate
Resources

06 SER
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Risk Register - Summary

ce arrangements are in place that allow the Board to function effectively
Board is able to set strategic direction for the organisation and manage the risks associated with
this
There is a highly skilled, diverse and well trained Board able to lead NCH
There is a strong relationship with key stakeholders
Information provided to Board is accurate, sufficiently robust so that Board is able to make an
informed decision
Implementation of the NHF Code/Industry best practice
risks are clearly identified and managed with strong financial controls to ensure financial viabil
There is a clear financial plan which demonstrates viability and sustainability, with consideration to
risks which may impact financial performance
There are strong financial controls in place to ensure income and expenditure is appropriately
accounted for, statutory reporting requirements are met and risks are minimised
There are mechanisms in place to monitor and assess funding, new business & development
opportunities
Board & Management has clear financial oversight of the Group's financial performance and
involvement in the planning process
plies with all relevant statutory and regulatory requirements
Board is aware of all of its regulatory and legal obligations and can demonstrate compliance with
them
Robust data management which enables company to meet obligations from RoSH & under
GDPR/ICO and cyber security
Changes in Government or Government Policy or Council policy impact on operating environment
and business model
ties comply with the decent home standard, are safe and are regularly repaired and maintained
Maintain 100% compliance with regulatory H&S requirements for the main six areas of compliance
(Asbestos, Gas, Fire, Water, Electric, Lifts).
Meet the legal requirements for Building Safety that will become legislation in 2023.
Maintain 100% compliance with the Decent Homes Standard and any associated amendments.
Maintain a high performing VFM Repairs and Maintenance Service.
Ability to develop and fund a supply of new build homes.
Deliver existing new build contracts within time and budget whilst ensuring compliance to the
relevant H&S legislation.
Ability to operate in a commercial environment and deliver a positive financial return to NCH.
eing of residents, contractors and employees is embedded in everything we do.
Health and safety for tenants/properties is effectively managed and monitored
NCH recruits, develops and retains a high performing workforce, to deliver excellent customer
services

Health,safety and wellbeing for staff and contractors is effectively managed and monitored
management and engagement with residents give confidence in our ability to delivr key service
The Tenants voice is effectively heard and acted upon in the decision making related to the
management of their homes
Finding of serious detriment by the Housing Ombudsman or significant complaints referred to the
Housing Regulator
Reputational damage caused by failure to deliver services to agreed standards
Tenants and other stakeholders appropriately challenge and hold NCH to account
Availability of resources to deliver customers' expectations with regard to service delivery
Lack of customer data to provide insight into customers wants and needs

Gross
Risk
Score

Current
Risk
Score

Target
Risk
Score

12

8

LOW

12

8

LOW

12

8

LOW

12

6

LOW

9

6

LOW

9

6

LOW

12

4

LOW

9

6

LOW

9

6

LOW

12

6

LOW

12

9 MEDIUM

12

4

LOW

9

6

LOW

6

3

LOW

6

4

LOW

8

3

LOW

6

4

LOW

4

2

LOW

8

6

LOW

12

8

LOW

12

6

LOW

Distance to
Travel

Overlap with FIN4

lity

d

Overlap with GOV4

12

8

LOW

9

6

Low

Overlap with PEOP4

9

3

Low

Overlap with SERV4

6

3

Low

Overlap with SERV3

9

6

Low

12

8

Low

9

6

Low

es
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Ref

Sub-Risks

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

01

Resp. Officer

Likelihood

Person responsible for
On scale
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
Board had a clear Corporate Strategy which outlines the business Head of Business
3
priorities and strategic direction
Transformation/Head of
Governance & Compliance

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Existing Controls

Likelihood

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

4

12

HIGH

a. Group Corporate Plan provides overall direction travel. b.
RP consulted in Corporate Planning process
c. Annual business planning process in place.
d.
Business development professional support is available
through NCH Group

2

4

8

MEDIUM

02

There is a highly skilled, diverse and well trained Board able to
lead the RP

Head of Governance and
Compliance

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Board consititution allows for a diverse appointment of
people.
b.
There are appraisal, induction and training programme in
place
c.
Recruitment is undertaken competitively

3

4

12

HIGH

03

Tne Board successfully manages relationships with key
stakeholders

EMT/Head of Governance &
Compliance

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Board is regularly updated on NCC funding and direction of
travel in reports.
b. Board
is regularly updated on related NCH Group business

2

3

6

MEDIUM

0

1 of 6

Impact

a. Update and redraft the business plan in line with the new
Corporate Plan.
b.
Business Plan is agreed by the Group Board

a.Board recruitment to be completed
b. Board succession needs reviewing as part of ongoing
governance review.
c.
Appraisal and learning process to be reviewed and embedded
d. Annual assessment of Board effectiveness statement to be
put in place
e. RP
Board composition being considered as part of Governance
review

LOW

a. Establish direct link with the ROSH
b.
Conduct RP Board exercise to identify key stakeholders and
agree how best to influence them

LOW

0

01 GOV
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02

FINANCIAL RISK

Financial risks are clearly identified and managed with strong financial controls to ensure financial viability

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

01

There is a clear financial plan which demonstrates viability and
sustainability, with consideration to risks which may impact
financial performance

Person responsible for
On scale
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
AD Finance & Procurement
3

02

There are strong financial controls in place to ensure income and AD Finance & Procurement
expenditure is appropriately accounted for, statutory reporting
requirements are met and risks are minimised

03

There are mechanisms in place to monitor and assess funding,
new business & development opportunities

04

Board has clear financial oversight of the RP's financial
performance

Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Existing Controls

Likelihood

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

Darren Phillips
Date of last review: 21/05/2021

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

3

9

HIGH

3 Year Corporate Plan in place for NCH Group
Annual budget produced and monitored
Regular re-forecasting of financial performance
Covid impact assessment and recovery plans

2

3

6

MEDIUM

4

3

12

HIGH

SO's, Financial regulations and procurement procedures in
place and operating
NCH Oracle finance system with separate ledger operating for
RP
Internal audit of key financial controls (Assurance)
External audit of annual accounts (Assurance)

2

2

4

LOW

Regular updating of Fin.Regs and Procurement procedures
Ensure SLA's in place and monitored between RP & NCH

LOW

AD Finance & Procurement/ AD
Development

3

3

9

HIGH

Modelling completed for new opportunities
Approval process for significant new projects
Oversight of project performance via CPB or Boards
Formal funding agreements in place with NCC

3

2

6

MEDIUM

Further engagement with NCC re: future funding options &
homelessness strategy

LOW

AD Finance & Procurement

3

3

9

HIGH

Regular financial reporting to RP Board
Monthly reporting to EMT

2

3

6

MEDIUM

Medium term finance plan for RP to be produced with stress
testing
Assess the existing financial reporting and implement
improvements

LOW

0

0

2 of 6

Risk Owner:

Medium term finance plan for RP to be produced with stress
testing

0

02 FIN
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03

Legal and regulatory compliance

The RP complies with all relevant statulatory and regulatory requirements

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Existing Controls

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

On scale
of 1-4

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

01

Board is aware of all of its regulatory and legal obligations and
can demonstrate compliance with them

Person responsible for
managing controls and
further actions (may be
more than one person)
Head of Governance and
Compliance

02

Processes are in place to manage potential reputational risks

03

04

Likelihood

Risk Owner:

George Pashley
Date of last review: 26/05/21

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Away day and annual report produced outlining compliance
with relevant regulations and legislation.
b. All reports
carry advice on related legal and regulatory requirements.
c. A Group Solicitor and legal advisory framework is avaulable
for RP use

2

3

6

MEDIUM

Head of Business
Transformation/Head of
Governance & Compliance

2

3

6

MEDIUM

1

3

3

LOW

Robust data management which enables company to meet
obligations under GDPR/ICO and cyber security

Head of Governance and
Compliance/ Head of
Business Transformation

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a. New risk registers are being put in place where potential
reputational risks can be identified and managed.
b. A
Group Marketing and Communications Team is in place to
support the RP Board where required.
a. Senior managers attached to the Group can provide advice
and support.
b. All NCH
Group employees receive annual training on GDPR
c. There is an ICT Acceptable Use Policy in place
d. IT infrastructure managed by NCC via SLA

2

3

6

MEDIUM

Changes in Government or Government Policy impact on
operating environment and business model

Head of Business
Transformation

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Changes to Government policy and their impact are
regulalry reported to the Board
b.
Regular updates on legislative and policy changes are provided
to all NCH NEDs
c. The Group
employ a Policy and Planning Manager to advise on all current
and impending policy changes
d. Board papers include a
paragraph on the legal implications applying to each report

1

4

4

LOW

03 REG

a. Guidance to be updated in light of implementation of
White Paper on Social Housing
b. A review against updated regulations needs to be
undertaken
c. Board recruitment to be completed to increase membership

LOW

a. Further assurance should be provided on cyber security and
GDPR.
b. Annual
updates to be provided plus monitoring via ARCC
c. Data Management strategy going to Group Board

LOW

a. RP Board could be provided with a more regular report on
Government policy and its potential impact

LOW
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04

PROPERTY

All properties comply with the decent home standard and are regularly repaired and maintained

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

01

Robust management of key Compliance areas (Asbestos, Gas,
Fire, Water, Electric) with strong reporting and analysis

Person responsible for
On scale
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
Asst Director (Asset Mgt)
3

02

Existing properties are regularly repaired and maintained to a
prescribed standard

03

Risks to funding of new build homes are identified and managed. Asst Director (Development)

4 of 6

Asst Director (Property Ser)

Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Existing Controls

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

4

12

Likelihood

HIGH

3

3

9

HIGH

3

4

12

HIGH

a. There is a compliance control regime in place including
quarterly reports and ARCC oversight
b. Electric and Gas testing regime in place provided by
Property Services.
c.
There is a competent fire safety professional to undertake risk
assessments
d.Regular
staff training takes place
e. Sprinklers
are inserted into the majority of new properties
a. Qualified repairs team in place to undertake repairs
b.
Regular performance and financial reporting to Board c.
There is new complaints policy in place for customers
d. Defined asset management plan and stock condition
surveys
a. Professional staff are in place to identify and apply for new
funding.
b. Regular
reports on potential opportunities are provided to Board

04 PROP

Risk Owner:

Adrian Cheetham
Date of last review: 21/5/21

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a. Completion of regular electrical testing
b.
Implementation of digital strategy with consolidated asset
management data in Northgate system

1

3

3

LOW

a. Monitoring of tenant satisfaction on customer service and
quality of repair

LOW

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. External advice being sought for funding
models/opportunities
b. Working with Homes England on funding opportunities
c To incorporate into RP Business Plan

LOW
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PEOPLE

The wellbeing of residents, contractors and employees is embedded in everything we do.

Ref

Sub-Risks

Resp. Officer

------

This column details the risks within each risk category.

01

Health and safety for tenants/properties is effectively managed
and monitored

Person responsible for
On scale
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
Building Safety Group
3

02

Recruitment and retention of key employees employed through
an SLA. Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and well
managed

03

04

Likelihood

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Existing Controls

Likelihood

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

George Pashley
Date of last review: 21/05/21

Impact

Risk Score

Risk Rating

Further Action Required

Target Risk/Risk Appetite

On scale
of 1-4

Likelihood
x Impact

From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW

4

12

HIGH

a. Risk assessment processes in place for tenant/property
related activities
b.
CDM processes and manager in place and regularly applied
c. Accident reporting and monitoring system in place
d. Reporting via EMT & H&S Committee
e. Covid task force meetings and recovery plans

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a. Review of CDM and Risk Assessment processes
b.
Ensure H&S reporting is split to clearly identify RP Properties
and actions

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Market supplemet policy in place to attract and retain key
employees
b.
Competitive pay in place for relevant posts
c. Job
descriptions and person spcifications exist for all employees
d. Qualified HR staff in place to support successful
recruitment and retention
e.
SLA and IntraGroup agreement in place to manage staffing

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Review of IntraGroup Agreement

LOW

Health,safety and wellbeing for staff and contractors is effectively EMT
managed and monitored

3

4

12

HIGH

a. Risk assessment processes in place for staff/contractor
related activities
b.
CDM processes and manager in place and regularly applied
c. Accident reporting and monitoring system in place with
H&S Committee
d. Relevant training in place for managers & staff
e. Covid task force and recovery plans

2

4

8

MEDIUM

a. Ensure H&S reporting is split to clearly identify RP related
incidents

LOW

Tenants are satisfied in the management of their properties and
have a voice

2

4

8

HIGH

a. Regular in-house survey outcomes for NCH Group provided
to EMT/Board
b.
Complaints procedure in place, outcomes for NCH Group also
reported to EMT/Board

2

3

6

MEDIUM

a. Separate customer satisfaction surveys for RP Tenants
b. Separate complaints reporting for RP tenants
c. Engage in development of Tenant Satisfaction measures
arising from White Paper

LOW

Head of OD

TBC

0

5 of 6

Risk Owner:

0

05 PEOP
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06

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

Ref
------

Sub-Risks
Resp. Officer
Likelihood
This column details the risks within each risk category. These risks Person responsible for
On scale
are peculiar to NCH RP ltd.
managing controls and further of 1-4
actions (may be more than one
person)
3
3
3
3

01
02
03
04

6 of 6

Poor performance or lack of effective engagement with key stakeholders results in declining relationships and loss of confidence in our ability to meet our objectives.

Impact
On scale
of 1-4

3
3
3
2

Risk Score
Likelihood
x Impact

9
9
9
6
0

Risk Rating
From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

Existing Controls
Likelihood
This column provides details of the measures already in place On scale
to control each sub risk. These are the measures that are to be of 1-4
included in an audit programme.

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM

Impact
On scale
of 1-4

Risk Score
Likelihood
x Impact

0
0
0
0
0

06 BLNK

Risk Owner:

Kathy Sheldon
Date of last review: 29/06/2020

Risk Rating
From NCH Group Risk
Framework page 11

Further Action Required
This column specifies any further actions required to reduce
the sub-risk to an acceptable level. These actions are the
responsibility of the risk owner to implement / monitor

LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

Target Risk
This column defines the
acceptable level of risk.,
as defined by our risk
appetite
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
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REPORT OF SAFER NEIGHBOURHOODS
PROGRAMME MANAGER

AUDIT, RISK AND
COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
1 SEPTEMBER 2021

ANNUAL TENANCY FRAUD REPORT
1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This annual report provides a summary of the work undertaken to
prevent and tackle Tenancy Fraud during 2020/21 and includes
performance and trend information

2

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Committee:

2.1

Notes and comments on the content of this report

3

REPORT

3.1

The information in this report relates to performance and trends at yearend 2020/21 and provides a summary of the work undertaken by the
tenancy fraud service. The management of the Tenancy Fraud Service is
under the responsibility of the Safer Neighbourhood Housing Manager.
The service comprises 1.5 Full Time Employed (FTE) Tenancy Fraud
Investigators currently split across the city.

3.2

The Fraud Service continues to use the National Anti-Fraud Network
(NAFN) system to provide comprehensive credit reports and other
information held by organisations to support its investigations.

3.3

In 2020/21 the tenancy fraud service recorded 75 new cases of tenancy
fraud. This is a reduction in 41 cases when compared to 116 cases in
2019/20. The rate of tenancy fraud casework per 1000 properties in
2020/21 is 2.88 cases. This is a reduction when compared with 4.2
cases in 2019/20. The reduction in the number of new cases received is
due to a reduction in the number of cases referred to the tenancy fraud
team, the most likely reason for the reduction is due to the impact of
covid-19. The most reported case type is none occupation followed by
unlawful subletting, although fewer new cases have been received, the
trend is consistent with previous years. The number of suspected
application fraud cases have increased; this is a reflection of a continued
working relationship with the Homelink Team and a focus on the
prevention of tenancy fraud.

NCHF131 v2.0 date: 02.08.16

The chart below shows tenancy fraud cases received by type for the
year.

Number of new tenancy fraud cases 2020/21
40
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3.4

None Occupation

Unlawful subletting

Application fraud

Unlawful sucession

Tenancy fraud case outcomes are recorded when an investigation is
closed. In 2020/21 63 cases were closed, the table below provides
further details of the outcomes recorded.
Outcome
Properties recovered

Total
20

Eviction by other
means (ASB/rent)

0

Homelink application
denied/amended

10

Warning letter

12

No Fraud found

20

Other

1

NCHF131 v2.0 date: 02.08.16

Comments
These cases were all investigated
and includes properties recovered
by the tenant ending the tenancy
or by tenancy fraud eviction.
These are cases where a tenancy
fraud investigation was ongoing at
the time of an eviction for another
breach of tenancy. Evictions have
been affected by the pandemic.
The Tenancy Fraud Team work
closely with Homelink to verify
and identify inaccurate
information submitted on housing
application forms.
These cases are investigated and
resulted in a breach of tenancy
warning letter.
These cases were all
investigated. All were closed due
to no fraud being identified or
insufficient evidence to continue
to substantiate allegations.
This case was investigated and
referred to PA housing for

tenancy enforcement action as
per the management agreement.
Total

63

3.5

During 2019/20 positive case outcomes continued, however, the number
of case outcomes reported is lower when compared with previous years.
Whilst the pandemic did have some impact on tenancy fraud work, the
team continued to recover properties. Recovery of properties totalled
32% of cases investigated and closed during 2020/21. The figure for
2019/20 was 27%. These properties can then be offered to those who
are eligible for social housing. The number of properties recovered by
possession order is zero in 2020/21. Possession action has been
significantly impacted due to Covid-19. The moratorium on possession
proceedings introduced by the Coronavirus Act 2020 substantially
affected our ability to progress with possession proceedings during
2020/21.

3.6

This last year has been subject to the working conditions brought about
by the Covid-19 pandemic, which saw Tenancy Fraud Investigators work
from home and for large parts of the year, being unable to carry out
formal interviews, take witness statements or visit suspected offenders in
their home addresses. Because of this, the Tenancy Fraud Team has
had to carry out more desk-based investigations and duties and modify
the way it works to engage with tenants, colleagues and partner
agencies.

3.7

During the first six months of the pandemic Tenancy Fraud Investigators
undertook additional duties and supported the Tenancy & Estate
Management Team with vulnerable tenant calls and visits.

3.8

Notable successes of 2020/21: Case 1 - Tenant A had a one-bedroom flat in Bestwood. The sub-tenant
contacted Nottingham City Homes after they discovered, unbeknown to
them, that they were subletting the property from a council tenant. The
investigation found that the property had been sublet and that the tenant
was living elsewhere. After a formal interview with Nottingham City
Homes and NCC Corporate Counter Fraud Team, the tenant voluntarily
issued a Notice to Quit to end his tenancy. During tenancy fraud
investigations it is not uncommon for a tenant to end their tenancy when
the consequences have been explained to them and when faced with the
prospect of legal tenancy enforcement action.
Case 2 - Homelink applicant B applied for housing. The applicant stated
that they required a two bedroomed bungalow in the Wollaton area for
family care and support. There were concerns about the accuracy of the
information contained within the Homelink application form and it was
referred to the Tenancy Fraud Team for verification. The investigation
identified that the applicant owned ten properties locally and numerous
others and were able to meet their own housing needs, therefore, not
eligible to join the housing register. The national fraud initiative estimates
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a saving of £3,240 per case for future losses prevented as a result of
removing an applicant from the council housing waiting list.
3.9

The table below shows a breakdown of the type of properties recovered
in the past year and the total cost savings is below:
Type of
property
Flat
Maisonette
Bungalow
House
Total
Estimated
savings (£)

Number
Recovered
9
0
1
10
20
2,330,000

3.9.1

The total estimated savings made for 2020/21 is £2,330,000 The costsaving calculation is based on the costs for Nottingham City Homes to
provide suitable homes to genuine Nottingham families in housing need.
To build the equivalent number of new homes would have cost
approximately £100K for a flat and £130K for a house or bungalow.

3.9.2

The Tenancy Fraud Team continues to review all Right to Buy (RTB)
applications received by NCC to support the identification of potentially
fraudulent RTB applications. These checks have identified issues with
applications, for example, names of individuals not associated with the
tenancy or where the tenancy had not been regulated and is still a joint
tenancy where one party has left the household. The team uses NAFN to
support this work.

3.9.3

In 2020/21 573 RTB applications were checked by the Tenancy Fraud
Team. These checks have contributed to NCC’s RTB Team denying 24
RTB applications. In 2019/20 the Tenancy Fraud Team investigated 701
RTB applications. The number of RTB checks conducted during 2020/21
has reduced in line with a reduction in the number of RTB applications to
NCC.

3.9.4

Money Laundering is a concern in relation to Right to Buy applications,
especially with the large discounts that can be on offer. The Tenancy
Fraud Team checks the RTB applications each week. The team will
often note cases, whereby the tenant is claiming housing benefit, has a
history of or has arrears and formal debt, yet can buy a property. Any
concerns identified are highlighted to the RTB Team. The onus is then
on NCC to investigate and verify funds for the sale of the asset.
There are tasks undertaken by the Tenancy Fraud Team which are not
currently quantified, for example, assisting with the following:
•
•

Suspected fraudulent tenancy assignments
Locating tenants of suspected abandoned properties
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•
•

3.9.5

Suspected fraudulent mutual exchange applications
Supporting regular tenancy visits and welfare visits

The following activity is planned for 2020/21
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a tenancy fraud performance management framework.
Review and update the tenancy fraud policy and customer
literature.
Develop a tenancy fraud casework risk assessment.
Deliver training to equip the workforce to identify tenancy fraud
and report through Eyes Wide Open.
Review our role in data matching exercises i.e. National Fraud
Initiative.
Participate in the East Midlands Fraud Forum, a platform to share
good practice and discuss the local and national fraud agenda.
Participate in International Fraud Awareness Week in November
2021 by promoting awareness of tenancy fraud and its impacts.

4.

FINANCIAL, LEGAL AND RISK IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Financial Implications

4.1.1

The estimated saving made by recovering fraudulently used properties in
2020/21 is £2,330,000.

4.1.2

Expected costs to NCH in 2020/21 are:
•
•
•
•

£50,057(1.5 Tenancy Fraud Investigator posts on cost)
£500 NAFN annual membership.
£12,000 legal costs (enforcement action).
£2000 NAFN annual investigation checks.

4.2

Legal Implications

4.2.1

All tenancy fraud cases are managed in line with appropriate legislation
and company policies and procedures.

4.2.2

All tenancy fraud cases are managed in line with the Prevention of Social
Housing Fraud Act 2013 and Fraud Act 2006.

4.2.3

Risk Implications

4.2.4

Covid-19 has had an impact on the way the tenancy fraud service is
delivered. Covid-19 has resulted in remote management of casework
and the inability to conduct visits to properties or conduct face to face
interviews or joint interviews under caution with NCC’s Corporate
Counter Fraud Team. A service recovery plan is in place and casework
is managed in accordance with covid-19 risk assessments.
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5.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES’ OBJECTIVES

5.1

None.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Has the equality impact of these proposals been assessed?
Yes (EIA attached)
No (this report does not contain proposals which require an EIA)

7

BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS
REFERRED TO IN COMPILING THIS REPORT

7.1

None.

Contact officers:

Name: Heather Fry
Address: Loxley House, Station Street Nottingham, NG2
3NJ
Tel: 07545 837 105
E-mail: heather.fry@nottinghamcityhomes.org.uk

Date: 19 AUGUST 2021
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ITEM: 4.1

NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES
AUDIT, RISK AND
COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ASSET
MANAGEMENT

1 SEPTEMBER 2021

PROPERTY SAFETY COMPLIANCE REPORT - UPDATE
1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee
(ARCC) with reassurance via an update of how the Company is managing its
regulatory responsibility for property safety and compliance today and in the future.
It follows on from the previous reports presented.

1.2

Each subsidiary receives a quarterly report on building safety performance for the
properties it is responsible for. ARCC’s role remains to ensure that systems are in
place that are adequate to ensure all properties managed or owned by Nottingham
City Homes (NCH) are legally compliant and safe to occupy, thus being able to
report back to the Group Board on overall assurance.

1.3

NCH continues to respond to the outcomes of the Pennington Review of
Compliance, the Hackitt review of Building Safety, the Grenfell Tower fire and
current Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) advice,
the forthcoming Building Safety Bill and the Fire Safety Order. In addition to these,
NCH is also responding to the Government’s White Paper on Social Housing that
was published in November 2020.

2

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Committee:

2.1

Comments on, and reviews the overall progress with regard to managing
compliance.

2.2

Highlights any Building Safety Compliance concerns from other Boards attended.

3

REPORT

3.1

Highlighted below are the main issues/points for NCH owned and / or managed
stock with regard to compliance with the “Big 6” Gas, Electrical, Fire, Lifts, Water
Hygiene and Asbestos that ARCC should be aware of.

3.1.1

Gas Servicing - As of the 13 August 2021, all 24,182 homes had a valid Landlords
Gas Safety Certificate (LGSR), meaning we were 100% compliant.
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3.1.2

Electrical Installation Condition Report (EICR) – As of the 18th August 2021,
NCH had 890 domestic EICR’s that are over five years, which is a reduction of 761
since the last report to ARCC. The recovery programme (table one),shows that we
are on target to reach full compliance by 31/12/21. Access is still a major concern
so all no access properties after three visits will be taken through the companies’
enforcement process.
Table One: EICR recovery programme
18-Aug-21

Sept-21

Oct-21

Nov-21

Dec-21

890

890

667

444

222

EICR's over 5 years

223

223

222

222

Target completions

667

444

222

0

Reporting date

Remaining out of target

3.1.3

Fire Safety – We have undertaken 293 Fire Risk Assessments, which are all
within date and have identified 1300 actions, which are broken down as follows;
High-risk 0
Medium-risk 60
Low-risk 1240
We currently have 11 overdue medium actions, which are being dealt with.
Nottingham Fire and Rescue Service (NFRS) Audits - 49 audits have been
undertaken across our highrise and low-rise stock since last reported. Out of these,
three deficiency notices have been issued. One for Manvers Court, Bentick Court
and Southchurch Court. All actions are in progress and need to be completed by 1
December 2021 for Manvers and Bentinck and 10 October 2021 for Southchurch.

3.2

Font: Bold
Pennington Choices Review – The Pennington Choices reviews are audits ofFormatted:
the
“Big 6” compliance areas to ensure that we are carrying out our compliance
obligations. These audits were previously report to the last ARCC board. Out of the
87 recommendations made across the three audits we have completed 44.
Completed actions are highlighted in green in Appendix 1.

3.3

Building Safety Bill - The Bill, published on the 5 July 2021, will create lasting
generational change and sets out a clear pathway for the future on how residential
buildings should be constructed and maintained.
There are significant implications for NCC and NCH with new responsibilities and
duties placed upon the landlord and managing agent. There is a strong link with
the Social Housing White Paper and a new regulatory regime with an emphasis on
building safety.
The Bill is expected to receive Royal Assent in April 2022. The Government has
indicated that the first round of provisions will come into force October 2022 – April
2023. The bulk of the new regulatory regime will come into force April 2023 October 2023.
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3.4

Out of the 26,100 homes NCH manages, 25,345 are owned by NCC, we therefore
took a report (Appendix 2) to the last NCC / NCH Partnership Forum detailing the
provisions of the Building Safety Bill and the actions in train to prepare for
implementation.

4

FINANCIAL, LEGAL AND RISK IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Financial Implications

4.1.1

Revenue and capital budgets are in place to ensure all compliance works and
checks are completed, based on the current requirements.

4.2

Legal Implications

4.2.1

The obligations for the Board and the Company were set out in the Pennington’s
report. In addition, the strengths and weaknesses are clearly identified with advice
regarding the steps which now need to be taken to ensure compliance with the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.

4.2.2

In addition to the Health and Safety Executive, the Social Housing Regulator will
act where a breach of a consumer standard is found, and that breach causes
potential or actual serious harm to tenants.

4.2.3

The Hackitt review of high-rise building regulations and fire safety commissioned in
the wake of the Grenfell Tower fire, the Building Safety Bill and the Fire Safety
Order and White paper has set out a number of important recommendations for
building safety.

4.3

Risk Implications

4.3.1

There is a high risk for the business if it does not manage its compliance building
safety requirements as set out by law. NCH has an obligation to ensure that all of
its residents are safe and it meets its regulatory requirements.

5

IMPLICATIONS FOR NOTTINGHAM CITY HOMES’ OBJECTIVES

5.1

Ensuring that all of NCH’s stock is safe and meets all regulatory obligations is
critical to NCH delivering against its core objectives.

6

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Has the equality impact of these proposals been assessed?
Yes
X No (this report does not contain proposals which require an EIA)

7

BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS REFERRED TO IN
COMPILING THIS REPORT

7.1

Appendix 1: Pennington Choices Action plan
Appendix 2: PF report on Building Safety Bill
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Contact Name: Steven Edlin
officers:
Address: Harvey Road
Tel: 07949 147979
E-mail: steven.edlin@nottinghamcityhomes.org.uk
25 Aug 21
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Fire Risk Review Action Plan
4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Overall, Pennington believe there are four key challenges to address to ensure NCH has full assurance around the
management of fire safety
• Sample test quality of current FRAs – commission new FRAs and compare against current FRAs. Include the provision of
quality assurance, and third-party external auditing.
• Delivering and tracking FRA follow-up actions in an evidence based way.
• Effective implementation of the Northgate compliance modules.
• Effective implementation of the new structure and ensuring there are strong processes in place for the delivery of fire
safety.
4.2 NCH should also consider the following as key issues to address within a reasonable timeframe:
• Development of a new policy, process map and procedure, based on direction set by the Leadership Team and Board
• Formalising the approach to contract management with fire safety compliance included as an official agenda item and
minutes produced
4.3 Next Steps - all the recommendations they have made within this report have been collated into one action plan. They
recommend that NCH implements the proposed recommendations within the action plan, and full compliance could be
achieved and evidenced.

5.0 ACTION PLAN Fire Safety Review – Action Plan

Key
13

Qty to be completed/add evidence

15

Qty complete

Report
Ref.

Recommendation

2.1.6

Reporting - Excel trackers
H
present a number of
inherent risks due to
manual intervention and
human error, however they
can serve as a valuable
interim management tool if
structured and maintained
correctly. We recommend
the current Excel trackers
are reviewed and
restructured to allow realtime reporting of current
compliance performance
for properties with and
without an in-date FRA and
progress with resulting FRA
actions.
Reporting - We would
H
recommend the tracker is
reviewed in order to ensure
the numbers being
reported to the Building
Safety Group are correct.
Quality Assurance - We
H
would recommend that
NCH considers appointing a
BAFE accredited
organisations to undertake

3.2.1

3.2.5

Priority

Responsible
Person

Action & Comments

Target
Date

Complete

Evidence

Building
Safety
Manager
(BSM)

These have been
reviewed and
restructured to allow
for real time reporting
and less complicated
display of data by
improving the
classification of
properties.

N/A

Yes

Action Plan
New.xlsx
(sharepoint.com)

BSM

This has been
reconciled and
confirmed as correct,
with a reporting table
now in place as a
header sheet.
We are procuring a 3rd
Party through the
Fusion 21 framework
agreement to carry out
3rd party FRA, which

N/A

Yes

Action Plan
New.xlsx
(sharepoint.com)

BSM/FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

01/11/21

3.2.6

3.2.6

a pilot programme of FRAs
to a sample of their
properties. These can then
be used as a point of
comparison to the in-house
risk assessments and
provide assurance that they
are being completed
accurately and that the
right actions are being
raised within the
appropriate timescales.
Quality Assurance - In
M
order to meet the BAFE
standard, all FRAs must be
quality checked by a
different competent person
to the one that carried out
the FRA and this is the
approach would we
recommend NCH adopts
should they continue to
deliver risk assessments inhouse
External auditing - We
M
would recommend that
NCH implement a third
party auditing regime. We
would expect to see an
agreed percentage of
independent external
auditing to be taking place

will be targeted types
2 & 4 FRA’s across our
chosen blocks
(residential and
communal)

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

FRA’s are checked by
the FRA & Asbestos
Manager.

N/A

BSM

A 3rd Party through the
Fusion 21 framework
agreement to
complete type 3 FRA
audits across 20% of
the annual survey
programme.

01/11/21

Yes

Actions from FRA
by Dom are
inputted into
spreadsheet by
Will

3.2.9

3.2.10

in the form of quality
audits of the fieldwork and
desktop reviews of the
relevant FRAs
Fire Safety Actions - We
would recommend all
actions are treated as
separate jobs and
therefore raised and
recorded individually in
order to allow them to be
accurately tracked to
completion.

Property Inspections - We
would recommend the
Caretaker daily safety
check process is formalised
in order to ensure all
Caretakers are checking for
the same

Note: The percentage
and timeframes are to
be agreed.
L

BSM

M

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

These have been
N/A
Yes
reviewed and all jobs
are now treated as
separate jobs. With the
action plan being
updated on this basis,
this will generate
increased actions, but
give clear direction and
meaning to the data.
They are also quality
checked by the BS
team once complete.
A standard proforma is 30/08/21
being developed with
the Caretaking team.
Note: This is a task
being reviewed through
the use of the
HouseMark app
bringing in line all of
the inspections
including the BSO
weekly and monthly
tasks.

All responsible
departments
work to the
actions lists, and
regular meetings
held to discuss
progress

3.2.13

3.2.14

Fire Safety Policy - We
would recommend that
NCH rationalise their policy
approach as it was not
clear from our review,
which was the leading
document and what the
interdependencies were
between the remainder.
In the interim, we would
recommend that the ‘Fire
Safety Management
Processes’ document
reference the six
contributing policies which
sit beneath it.
Fire Safety Policy - We
would recommend that the
Leadership Team review
and re-develop the fire
safety policy principles, by
agreeing the strategic
choices to be adopted by
NCH (i.e. inspection
programmes, follow up
actions, competencies,
KPIs, evacuation strategies,
etc.). We would
recommend that a new fire
safety policy is then
produced which is concise
and easy to absorb to

M

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

The FRA & Asbestos
31/10/21
manager is undertaking
a review of all of the
‘Fire Safety
Management Processes’

M

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

Covered in 3.2.13
above

31/10/21

3.2.17

3.2.20

3.3.5

provide clarity of
understanding within the
organisation.
Process mapping - We
recommend development
of a new process map
which involves the Building
Safety Team and key staff
and teams from across NCH
who are responsible for the
delivery of fire risk
assessments and the
resulting actions.
Fire Safety Procedure - In
line with the changes
recommend to the policy
and process maps, we
would recommend a new
fire safety procedure
document is produced once
a new policy is developed
and the process mapping is
completed. This will ensure
that there is consistency
and a joined-up approach
between the policy,
process map and procedure
documentation.
Reporting - Whilst NCH
await the new Northgate
compliance modules going
live, we would recommend

M

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

Covered in 3.2.13
above

31/10/21

M

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

A new Fire Safety
procedure is being
produced for sign off
by the FRA & Asbestos
Manager.

31/10/21

M

BSM

This has been
completed and forms
part of the BSG papers.

N/A

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 00 KPI's All Documents
(sharepoint.com)

3.3.7

3.4.3

3.4.4

developing a compliance
scorecard, covering all
areas of property
compliance (including fire
safety), to improve
performance reporting to
the Board and Leadership
Team.
Reporting - We recommend M
that the scorecard is
presented to the
Leadership Team on a
monthly basis and to the
Board on a quarterly basis.
Data Validation - We
recommend NCH undertake
a validation exercise of
their fire safety data
before it is moved to
Northgate. This would
involve reconciling the
current FRA programme
against all the communal
block and commercial
properties held in
Northgate.
Data Validation - We
recommend a sample audit
is undertaken of 10% of the
FRAs completed in 2020 in

The agreed dashboard,
which includes
outstanding actions
goes to all boards.

BSM

M

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager
/Stock
Investment
Manager
(SIM)

M

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

The new score card has
been adopted for the
reporting of
information on FRA’s
and FRA actions and is
included in the BSG
minutes that goes to
the Leadership team.
This is a task and is
being done as part of
the Northgate project.

N/A

This will be done as
part of the audit check
done by the FRA &

N/A

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 2021 All Documents
(sharepoint.com)

Yes

All blocks have
been 100% re
checked, and the

31/12/21

3.4.5

3.5.4

order to ensure completion
dates and re-inspection
frequencies held in the
tracker are accurate.
Should any errors in this
information be identified
then we would recommend
the sample review is
increased to 100%.
Data Validation - Once the M
new compliance module in
Northgate (NEC) is
operational we would
recommend there is an
automatic reconciliation
process in place which runs
on a monthly basis as a
minimum.
Reporting - Whilst the
H
October 2020 Building
Safety Group report
provides some good detail
on compliance
performance, including Fire
Safety, it does not provide
a definitive position
statement which clarifies
to the reader exactly
where the organisation are,
what the gaps are and what
action is being taken to
address them. We would

Asbestos Manager as
outlined in 3.2.6

actions log
updated

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

This will form part of
the new system, once
it is up and running. At
the moment it is a
manual process.

TBC
2022

BSM

The BSG reports have
been refreshed to
include this detail. A
new scorecard has
been adopted to
support the
information and the
action plan has been
improved to provide
more reporting data by
a wider range of
property type.
The FRA monitoring
spreadsheet has also

N/A

Yes

Action Plan
New.xlsx
(sharepoint.com

3.6.7

3.6.11

recommend that NCH
include this detail in the
current reporting during
the interim period whilst
the new Northgate modules
are being implemented.
Competencies - For any
FRAs that may be checked
internally under the new
structure, we would
recommend NCH ensures
the reviewer is sufficiently
competent to do so and is
working independently to
the Fire Risk Assessor.

Data Validation - Once an
FRA is completed, the date
of the next FRA has to be
entered manually in to the
spreadsheet which again
presents a risk of the date
being entered incorrectly
or the wrong frequency
being assigned based on
the criteria in table one.

M

BSM

M

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

been improved to
include data relating to
identify the occurrence
of an FRA and the
FRA’s which are due in
the next 30 days.
NCH FR Assessor and
N/A
FRA Manager and one
of the BSO’s are
qualified to carry out
FRA’s under PAS792:2020

A manual reconciliation N/A
is undertaken every
month with dates of
new actions validated
and that the formulas
work

Yes

Yes

The FRA &
Asbestos Manager
and the Fire Risk
officer are
qualified to
PAS79-2:2020
We are upskilling
the BSO officers
as part of their
development to
Fire Technician
Grade with the
Institute of Fire
Safety Managers
(IFSM) Training by
Dec 21
See action list
and all check
tabs

3.6.15

We would recommend the
spreadsheet is specifically
tested in order to ensure it
can overcome the risk
presented above.
PEEPs - We would
recommend that PEEP
records are routinely
checked to ensure they
remain accurate and up to
date.

M

BSM

3.7.4

FRA Actions - We would
recommend that the
process for evidencing FRA
actions should be tested
internally, by a member of
staff independent from the
Fire Safety Team

M

BSM

3.7.5

FRA Actions - During the
interim period before the
new Northgate (NEC)
compliance modules are

M

BSM

PEEP’s will form part
of the new FSO
regulations and how
this information is kept
and managed will be
developed to meet the
requirements of the
FSO. PEEPS will be
voluntary and
responsibility will be
with the customer to
provide updates as per
the guidance at this
time, which is under
review.
This will be discussed
as part of the
upcoming audits done
by NCC or the Risk
Management Team.

TBC post
April
2022

This is being
developed, with regard
to how this is managed
and the amount of

TBC

01/08/21 Yes

Yes

Building safety
officers now
routinely check
each block
against the
actions list and
update the list
accordingly
See 3.2.9

operational, we would
recommend the current
tracker is strengthened by
including the job number of
each completed action and
the file location of the
photographic evidence.

3.7.6

FRA Actions - We would
recommend that the
priority ratings in the FRA
tracker are aligned with
those in the risk
assessment themselves. At
present it is not clear what
criteria is used to translate
the risk ratings from Table
3 to the high, medium, low
included in the tracker.

H

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

resource required to
keep this updated.
(some tasks won’t have
a Job numbers, due to
them not requiring
one) The preferred
method is to pull the
relevant actions per
dept and have regular
meetings to provide
updates
The FRA priority ratings 31/03/22 Yes
will be classed as
H/M/L in line with the
FRA spreadsheet and
will be as follows.
High risk - immediate
or within 1 month
Medium risk - within 3
months
Low risk - within 6
months or delivered as
part of a planned
programme.
Note: This will be
applied to the FRA’s
when they are
renewed.

See action plan
and FRA’s

3.7.6

3.8.5

FRA Actions - We would
recommend that timescale
for the completion of FRA
actions is clearly set out in
the Fire Safety Policy in
order to demonstrate that
actions are being
prioritised based on a clear
and consistent
methodology and that they
are therefore being
targeted for completion
within appropriate
timescales. We would
recommend that the
following timeframes are
implemented for all FRA
actions:
• High risk - immediate or
within 1 month
• Medium risk - within 3
months
• Low risk - within 6
months or delivered as part
of a planned programme

H

External Auditing - We
L
would recommend that an
agreed percentage of
independent external thirdparty technical quality
auditing should take place,

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

Actions will be clearly
set out in the reviewed
Fire Safety Policy and
will be based on

31/10/21

High risk - immediate
or within 1 month
Medium risk - within 3
months
Low risk - within 6
months or delivered as
part of a planned
programme.

BSM

Covered in 3.2.6 above

01/11/21

3.9.2

3.9.3

for example, technical
quality audits of fieldwork
and desktop reviews of
FRAs. This is considered
best practice and will
enable NCH to provide
strengthened lines of
defence in its compliance
assurance reporting.
Contract Management We recommend regular and
formal client-led meetings
are held with all
consultants and
contractors, with
performance scrutinised
and minutes produced.

Competencies - We
recommend that the
qualifications and
competencies of all
consultants and contractors
are reviewed regularly.
Robust contract
management will be
particularly important to

M

M

BSM

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

This happens now, but
going forward will be
chaired and managed
by the FRA & Asbestos
manager.
We will also ensure
that meetings with
internal teams tasked
with delivering the
actions to ensure that
they meet/exceed the
targets set for the
actions identified.
All qualifications and
competencies of all
consultants and
contractors will be
reviewed regularly by
the FRA team.

N/A

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 00
Contractors - All
Documents
(sharepoint.com)

N/A

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 00
Contractors - All
Documents
(sharepoint.com)

3.11.1

ensure there is an
auditable evidence trail for
all completed FRA actions.
Commercial Properties NCH must ensure there is
clarity around any lease
arrangements in respect of
commercial properties, to
identify responsibility for
fire safety obligations. We
recommend that where the
obligation is with NCH, it is
important to validate that
these properties are
included on the FRA
programme and reporting.
Where the responsibility is
with the commercial
leaseholder, NCH should
establish a ‘data return’
process with the
commercial leaseholder
confirming the FRA and
follow up actions have
been completed and
copies/evidence obtained
accordingly. Ultimately,
NCH must either carry out
FRAs and complete
associated actions or
ensure the leaseholder

M

BSM

We are obtaining the
FRA’s from the
commercial properties
via NCC. However in
addition to this we are
undertaking a full
Stock Condition Survey
for all of our blocks
that have HRA shops
within them and
coordinate these with
internal FRA’s if
required. We will also
be extending our
Building Safety Cases
to cover these.

30/09/21

does for all commercial
properties.
We recommend this is
verified via the data
validation recommended in
section 3.4.

Asbestos review and Actions log
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Overall, Pennington believe there are four key challenges to address to ensure NCH has full assurance around asbestos
management


Validate the quality and accuracy of the asbestos information held in Keystone before it is moved to Northgate.
Ensuring the effective implementation of the Northgate compliance modules.



Ensure that under the new structure, the Building Safety Team co-ordinates all surveys and remedial works
commissioned and the receipt of all survey/re-inspection reports and associated data, to ensure consistency of
approach to works and the management of data within the asbestos register.



Sample test quality of current management surveys – commission new surveys and compare against current versions.
Include the provision of quality assurance, and third-party external auditing.



Validate the re-inspection programme undertaken by SGS in order to ensure all properties requiring a survey are
captured on the programme.

4.2 NCH should also consider the following as key issues to address within a reasonable timeframe:




Development of a new policy, process map and procedure, based on direction set by the Leadership Team and Board in
order to support the implementation of the new structure and clearly define roles and responsibilities for the delivery of
asbestos compliance.
Reviewing the contracts in place with both contractors in order to ensure they are sufficiently competent to deliver the
required works and their roles are clearly defined.
Implementing a programme of third party quality assurance audits for all asbestos related works.

4.3 Next Steps - all the recommendations they have made within this report have been collated into one action plan. They
recommend that NCH implements the proposed recommendations within the action plan, and full compliance could be achieved
and evidenced.
key
13

Qty to be completed/add evidence

8

Qty complete

5.0 ACTION PLAN Asbestos Management Review – Action Plan
Report
Ref.

Recommendation

Priority

3.1.4

Reporting - We
H
recommend NCH track
the date the most recent
asbestos survey was
undertaken and the date
the next re-inspection is
due. In doing so, NCH will
be able to identify any
properties which have
passed their target date
and therefore quantify
programme performance.
The tracker is reviewed in
order to ensure the
numbers being reported
to the Building Safety
Group are correct.

Responsible
Person

Action & Comments

Target
date

FRA &
Asbestos
Manager

This is now
N/A
included in the
tracker sheet.
However, we have
no out of date
surveys and they
are all done
within the 12month target.

Complete

Evidence

Yes

Asbestos Tracker
2020.xlsx
(sharepoint.com)

3.2.7

Operational Delivery We recommend that roles
and responsibilities for
the delivery of all
asbestos related works
are clearly defined within
NCH. This will include
what works will be raised
with each contractor,
who will commission
them and then take
responsibility for ensuring
the data returned is
updated in the asbestos
register and the works
quality assured.

H

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

3.2.8

Structure - We
recommend that all
asbestos activity is
managed by the Building
Safety Team. They should
be responsible for
commissioning all
asbestos related works,
managing contractor
delivery, and recording

H

Building
Safety
Manager
(BSM)

This will be
28/02/21
undertaken by the
Asbestos Team
under the
management of
the FRA &
Asbestos
manager, who is
now in place.
Contract
performance and
monitoring will be
the key to
operational
delivery,
including internal
stakeholders
meeting with the
supply chain
through
formalised
meetings.
We have set up a
31/05/21
new FRA &
Asbestos team
under the BSM.
The new FRA &
Asbestos manager
who took up their
position on the
15/02/21.

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 00 Team
Structure - All
Documents
(sharepoint.com)

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 00 Team
Structure - All
Documents
(sharepoint.com)

the outcomes of their
work in the relevant
systems including the
asbestos programme
tracker and the asbestos
register.

Internal roles and
responsibilities
for the delivery of
all asbestos
related works will
be clearly defined
within the revised
Asbestos Policy
that is currently
being reviewed,
which will include
procedures for
teams to make
contact with and
request asbestos
related works.
This will include
what works will
be raised with
each contractor,
who will
commission them
and then take
responsibility for
ensuring the data
returned is
updated in the
asbestos register
and the works
quality assured.

3.2.11

Asbestos Surveys - all
surveys that pre-date
CAR-2012 are
recommissioned and new
full management surveys
produced. For those
completed post 2012 NCH
should commission a 10%
sample of new asbestos
management surveys that
can be validated against
the current versions for
accuracy and
completeness. If the
sample audit confirms
there are quality issues
with the current surveys
then we recommend new
management surveys are
commissioned for all
communal blocks on the
programme (following
completion of
recommendations 3.7.5 &
3.7.6). This will provide
NCH with absolute
assurance of the validity
of the existing
information for the
asbestos re-inspection
programme going
forward.

H

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

All communal
survey’s going
forward are
completely new,
which will bring
them in line with
CAR-2012. Note:
The current ones
are in line with
Asbestos
regulations.
We are also
having a 10%
sample
independently
reviewed by SGS.

31/03/22

3.2.12

Contract management we recommend NCH
appoints a UKAS
accredited removal
contractor to ensure the
appropriate systems and
controls are in place to
deliver works to the
required standard.

M

BSM

3.3.2

Policy - we recommend
that the Leadership Team
review and re-develop
the asbestos policy
principles and strategic
choices to be adopted by
NCH (i.e. inspection
programmes, follow up
actions, competencies,
KPIs, evacuation
strategies, etc.). We

M

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

The current
31/08/21
contract with
Kaefer finishes in
Aug 21 and we are
in the process of
reviewing an
award route
through EEM for a
UKAS accredited
supplier to
replace them
before the end of
their contract.
We have
identified EAS as
the next
removals
company,
currently setting
up on Finance
system
The existing
30/09/21
Asbestos policy is
being redeveloped now
the new FRA &
Asbestos Manager
is in position and
will incorporate
associated
process mapping,
roles and

3.4.2

3.5.1

recommend that a new
asbestos policy is
produced which is concise
and easy to absorb to
provide clarity of
understanding.
Process Maps - we
recommend development
of a new process map
with input from the
Building Safety Team and
key staff and teams from
across NCH who are
responsible for the
delivery of asbestos
surveying works and the
resulting actions. This
will provide definition
and clarity as to what
action is required, by
whom and by when.
Asbestos Management
Plan - we recommend a
new Asbestos
Management Plan
document is produced,
once a new policy is
developed and the
process mapping is
completed. This will
ensure that there is
consistency and a joined-

responsibilities
for all delivery
teams.

M

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

Covered in 3.3.2
above

30/9/21

M

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

Covered in 3.3.2
above

30/9/21

3.6.3

3.7.3

up approach between the
policy, process map and
management plan
documentation.
Governance - The
M
implementation of a
‘Statutory Compliance
Framework’ document
which covers the main
areas of compliance,
including asbestos
management, would
assist the Leadership
Team and Board in setting
out and clarifying
intentions and
expectations for
compliance, in one easy
to understand document.
This framework could
then be appended to
other key corporate
documents.
Data Validation – ensure
H
Northgate is fully tested
and signed of as being
fully capable of delivering
the requirements for
asbestos, before moving
away from Keystone.

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

This is covered by
NCH Building
Safety
Compliance Policy

N/A

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

As part of the
transition to
Northgate (NEC)
we are
undertaking a
validation
exercise, ensuring
that the
information going

30/09/21

Yes

3.7.4

3.7.5

3.7.6

Data Validation - take
H
appropriate action to
ensure that the data to
be migrated to the
Northgate system is
‘clean.’ In order to
achieve this, undertake a
validation exercise of
their asbestos data in
Keystone before it is
moved to Northgate.
Data Validation –
H
investigate the change in
numbers on the reinspection programme
since the original 2019
Health Check Report,
with reasons why
recorded, given the
extent of the change in
such a short period of
time.
Data Validation H
reconcile the current
asbestos re-inspection
programme against all the
communal block and
commercial properties
held in Northgate.

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

into Northgate is
accurate and
relevant
Covered in 3.7.3
above

30/09/21

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

Covered in 3.7.3
above

30/09/21

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

Covered in 3.7.3
above

30/09/21

3.7.7

3.8.2 /
3.8.5

Data Validation undertake a 10% sample
audit of works completed
by both DMW and Kaefer
in the last 12 months in
order to ensure the
information and
documents they have
provided are being
accurately reflected in
Keystone. Should any
errors in this information
be identified then we
recommend the sample is
increased to 100%. This
will provide NCH with
assurance that the data
being uploaded to
Northgate is ‘clean’ and
therefore reliable.
Reporting - develop a
compliance scorecard,
covering all areas of
property compliance
(including asbestos), to
improve performance
reporting to the Board
and Leadership Team.
The scorecard is
presented to the
Leadership Team on a
monthly basis and to the

H

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

Covered in 3.7.3
above

30/09/21

H

BSM

We already have
an agreed
Dashboard that is
presented to
boards.

N/A

Note: All
compliance
performance will
be picked up once
the Northgate
dashboard and

Yes

Current dashboard
information.Corporate
Filing System - 00 KPI's
- All Documents
(sharepoint.com)

Board on a quarterly
basis.

3.9.7

3.11.2

Structure - provide a
M
dedicated data
validation/management
resource to the Building
Safety Team. This role
would be responsible both
for the data validation
recommended in section
3.7 of this report as well
as the ongoing
management of the
asbestos register through
the processing of all
survey/removal
information coming from
contractors.
Auditing - any NCH staff
M
undertaking internal
auditing have the
appropriate competence
and technical
qualification required to
assess and review
property compliance
activity.

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

modules are live.
Meaning all
members will be
able to see real
time data for
every area.
Covered in 3.2.8
above by the
creation of the
FRA & Asbestos
team under the
Building Safety
Team (BST).

N/A

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 00 Team
Structure - All
Documents
(sharepoint.com)

Risk
Auditing will be
N/A
Management done via the Risk
Management team
and NCC who will
have the
appropriate
qualifications.

Yes

See H&S folders

3.11.4

3.12.2

3.13.2

Auditing - an agreed
M
percentage of
independent external
third-party technical
quality auditing should
take place, for example,
technical quality audits of
fieldwork and desktop
reviews of surveys and
inspection records on a
periodic basis.
Contract management H
formal meetings should
be re-established with
both asbestos
contractors.

AD Asset
This is being
Management considered and
discussed.

Tenant communications
- develop and implement
an ongoing
communications
campaign to positively
promote key messages
around landlord’s health
and safety compliance,
including asbestos.

BSM & Head
of
Involvement

L

TBC

However, NCC are
our 3rd party
auditors.

FRA &
Asbestos
manager

These happen
now, but going
forward will be
chaired and
managed by the
FRA & Asbestos
manager with
performance
monitoring,
programming and
key stakeholders
from other teams
This will form
part of the
Tenant
Engagement
Strategy that is
being drawn up
for overall
Building Safety.

N/A

31/07/21

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - EAS - All
Documents
(sharepoint.com)

3.14.1

Leasehold properties M
ensure there is clarity
around any lease
arrangements in respect
of commercial properties,
to identify responsibility
for asbestos obligations.
Where the obligation is
with NCH, it is important
to validate that these
properties are included
on the asbestos
programme and
reporting.

BSM &
Leaseholder
Manager

In addition, this
will include
advice for
Leaseholders that
bought their
property prior to
2008 as
information on
asbestos would
not have been
captured.
The obligation for
commercial
properties sits
with the leaser.
However, we are
undertaking a full
Stock Condition
Survey for all of
our blocks that
have HRA shops
within them with
NCC. We will also
be extending our
Building Safety
cases to cover
these when they
are live.

30/09/21

Compliance Review Action Plan
5. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
5.1 Compliance Roadmap
5.1.1 To provide full assurance across all 4 areas of compliance (gas safety, electrical safety, water hygiene and lifts), NCH
should undertake the recommendations made throughout this report which are summarised in the Compliance Roadmap below.
5.1.2 Completing this Compliance Roadmap should ensure NCH has the necessary arrangements in place to effectively manage
compliance.
Key
17

Qty to be completed/add evidence

21

Qty complete

5.0 ACTION PLAN Compliance Review – Action Plan
Report
Ref.

Recommendation

Priority

Responsible
Person

Action and comment

Target
date

3.1.5.

Data Validation Complete
a clean data validation
exercise to provide
assurance across all
property assets,
inspection records and
other compliance data.
This should include the
following four stages: 1.
Download the full
property asset list from

H

AD Asset
This is being/will be
Jan 2022
Management completed as part of
the change over from
Keystone to Northgate
(NEC) and the
implementation of the
compliance modules
in Northgate. A
timeline is being
produced that will
show when each

Complete

ongoing

Evidence

Northgate into an agreed
validation
2. Confirm which
properties will or will not
be subject to each
compliance regime, and
record as such. All
properties should be
defaulted to requiring an
inspection at the start of
the process, until it can
be evidenced that they
do not need to be on the
programme. Where it is
established that a
property does not need
to be included on the
programme an evidenced
based reason should be
recorded.
3. Validate a sample of
compliance inspection
records to check they are
valid and in date.
4. Assess the compliance
gap in order to formulate
an appropriate catch-up
programme where
required, and to ensure

module will be
available to NCH.

the forward programme
captures all required
properties over the
agreed timeframes. In
completing this exercise,
NCH will be able to
reconcile each
compliance programme
against the core asset list
and ensure no properties
are being missed. This
will provide assurance
that the data currently in
Northgate, as well as that
which is being migrated
over, is reliable.
Furthermore, it will
ensure there is material
evidence available to
explain all properties not
included on a particular
programme – this would
be a very strong position
to be in. Following the
data validation exercise,
to ensure that asset data
remains accurate and up
to date for each area of
compliance, a formal
process to capture and
document changes to
property asset lists

3.2.9

should be implemented
across all compliance
areas.
Governance and
H
leadership training The
Leadership Team should
undertake a compliance
awareness session to fully
understand the
regulations, legislation
and obligations placed
upon them. This session
should also incorporate
the findings from this
Compliance Health Check
in order for all team
members to appreciate
the compliance risks
faced by the organisation
and what action needs to
be taken to address
them.
The context for
compliance, in respect of
the organisation’s risk
management strategy
and approach, should be
set by the Leadership
Team, including
agreement of policy
principles and strategic

Building
Safety
Manager

Training for the
31/03/22
Leadership team and
board is being sourced
via an external party.
Two internally lead
sessions have been
undertaken with the
leadership team.

ongoing

3.2.10

decisions to be applied to
each area of compliance.
There are a large number
of such decisions with
significant risk and cost
implications that should
therefore be taken at a
leadership level.
A facilitated session
H
should be held with the
Leadership Team, and
compliance leads to
review the policy
principles outlined in the
current policy documents
for each compliance area
(i.e. obligations,
inspection programmes,
follow-up works,
contractor competencies,
KPIs, and so on). This
session will enable key
strategic decisions to be
reviewed and formally
approved where the
compliance obligations
are vague. The outputs of
this session will allow the
Leadership Team and
Board to formally
approve and sign-off
revised policy

Building
Safety
Manager

We already have in
30/09/21
place an approved
Building Safety
Compliance Policy and
processes that sits
under them.
As part of the annual
review in Sept 21, we
will revisit policy
principles outlined in
the current policy
documents for each
compliance area (i.e.
obligations, inspection
programmes, followup works, contractor
competencies, KPIs,
and so on).

Yes

Corporate Filing
System Compliance - All
Documents
(sharepoint.com)

3.3.6

3.4.4

documentation with
assurance the risk and
cost implications to the
organisation have been
appropriately considered.
Reporting Produce a
H
standardised compliance
scorecard and report to
the Leadership Team and
Board across all
compliance areas
adopting the principles
outlined above. The
scorecard should be
driven by property
numbers and should also
contain a narrative
section explaining the
current position,
corrective action to be
taken for any noncompliance and the
anticipated outcome
from this action. The
scorecard should be
presented to the
Leadership Team on a
monthly basis and the
Board on a quarterly
basis.
Structure and operational M
delivery Review the

Building
Safety
Manager

An agreed scorecard is N/A
already presented to
the boards, which will
continue to be used
until they are
replaced by the realtime dashboards
within the Northgate
modules.

AD Asset
An agreed structure is
Management being put in place

28/05/21

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 00 KPI's
- All Documents
(sharepoint.com)

Yes

Corporate Filing
System - 00

3.5.4

current compliance
structure in the context
the roles and
responsibilities of each
post and the areas of
improvement
recommended in this
report. This can then be
used to identify areas
where resources and
currently stretched and
quantify what support is
required in order to fill
these gaps. Completion
of the process mapping
exercise in section 3.6
will support this exercise
as NCH will then have
clear oversight of what is
required in the delivery
of each compliance
programme.
Training analysis and
competency building
Identify training
requirements across all
areas of compliance and
aim to have all staff at
the organisations’
acceptable minimum
requirements within a

with the BSM out for
recruitment.

Team Structure All Documents
(sharepoint.com)

Once the agreed
structure is in place
we will review it in
light of any changes
and requirements that
come out of the BSB.

M

Building
Safety
Manager

A training analysis has
been undertaken and
team members are
undertaking training
or being booked on to
training when it is
identified.
The actual minimum
requirements from

Apr 22

ongoing

3.6.7

3.6.8

3.6.9

period of 12 months from
the date of this review.
Develop compliance
policies across all six
areas (including fire &
asbestos as
recommended in the
deep-dive reviews)
outlining the key policy
principles and strategic
decisions adopted by
NCH. These policies
should be approved by
the Leadership Team,
subject to version control
and reviewed every two
years, or sooner, if there
is a change in regulation,
legislation or Approved
Codes of Practice.
Map end-to-end
compliance processes to
identify
interdependencies across
the organisation, as well
as promoting joined up
working and identifying
more efficient ways of
working.
Develop new procedural
documents providing the
written narrative to

that BSB have not yet
been defined.
NCH has agreed
process for the Big 6
which, are reviewed
every 2 years or when
there is a change in
legislation.

H

Building
Safety
Manager

H

Building
Safety
Manager

We will undertake an Jan 22
end-to-end review for
each process as part
of the implementation
of the Northgate
modules.

ongoing

Building
Safety
Manager

This will form part of
3.6.8.

ongoing

H

31/10/21

Jan 22

ongoing

3.7.5

3.7.6

support the process
maps. These will set out
the end-to-end
compliance processes for
each area of activity,
with key milestones,
timescales agreed and
defined roles and
responsibilities.
Review all existing
compliance programmes
to ensure client-led
meetings take place
regularly, with standard
agendas and minutes
produced, KPIs analysed
and programmes and
performance scrutinised.
Procurement Ensure
there are formal
contracts in place with
all contractors including
service level agreements
of what is expected. The
details of these contracts
should be held in a
contracts tracker and
monitored to ensure they
are reviewed and
renewed/reproduced

H

M

AD Asset
Client lead meeting
Management are being held with
Gas – CR&M
Asbestos –
EICR – ECS
Lifts – Concept Lifts
Water Hygiene –
Second Element
FRA - BSG

N/A

Yes

See SharePoint
folders for
minutes on
meetings

HOS for
each
element of
the “Big 6”

N/A

Yes

See
procurements
contract tracker

Contracts are in place
for all contractors
delivering the
packages of work.

3.8.3

within appropriate
timescales.
Ensure the auditing
M
programme, as a
minimum, assesses that
NCH is compliant with
regulation, legislation
and approved codes of
practice. The scope
should include for the
assessment of governance
and leadership
oversight/scrutiny, client
side management,
contractor side
programme delivery,
policies, processes,
procedures and
reporting. We would also
recommend that any NCC
staff undertaking internal
auditing have their
technical qualifications
assessed and reviewed
periodically to ensure
they have the required
competencies to remain
in this capacity, if this is
not already in place.
Implement a programme
of third-party technical
auditing across all areas

Building
Safety
Manager

Auditing has been
undertaken twice by
Pennington Choices in
2019 and 2020. NCC
has also undertaken
an audit.
A 3rd Party through
the Fusion 21
framework agreement
to
complete type 3 FRA
audits across 20% of
the annual survey
programme is also
being sort.

30/11/21

Part
complete,
ongoing

3.9.3

3.10.2

3.12

of compliance to provide
assurance on the quality
of fieldwork and
inspection records.
Ensure there is a formal
M
process of pre-contract
competency checks and
annual contractor
competency checking in
place, with results
recorded and
documented for all
compliance programmes.
Develop and implement
L
an ongoing
communications
campaign to positively
promote key messages
around tenant health and
safety, and property
compliance.
Commercial properties /
H
properties managed by
others Ensure NCH have
clarity on their
compliance obligations at
all commercial properties
and those managed by
ensures and include these
properties on all
compliance report in
order to provide

Building
Safety
Manager

This is done as part of
the procurement
process and will be
constantly reviewed
by the project team.

31/12/21

Ongoing

Building
Safety
Manager

This will be
completed as part of
our Tenant
engagement strategy.

Apr 22

Ongoing

Building
Safety
Manager

NCH do not manage
commercial lettings.

30/09/21

Ongoing

We are working with
NCC to fully
understand NCH’s
obligations and ensure
that all required
checks and
documentation is in
place. We are also

assurance that the
relevant compliance
inspections/services are
in place.
GAS Safety
4.1.3

4.1.4

4.1.6

We would recommend
H
NCH review whether the
8 non-compliant gas
properties can be
accessed via their
controlled policy in spite
of the current limitations
presented by COVID-19.
We would recommend
M
NCH run a report from
Northgate which
identifies all of the
properties not on the
current programme and
then undertakes a sample
audit of these in order to
confirm there is evidence
in place to provide
assurance that this
information is correct.
This could be a 5% initial
sample which can then
be increased if issues are
identified.
All LGSRs are now held
M
electronically in the

undertaking a full
stock condition survey
of buildings that
contain HRA shops.
Head of
Mechanical
and
Electrical

All of these properties
have been accessed
and we are 100%
complaint.

N/A

Yes

Building
Safety
Manager

Reports are ran
quarterly, which
fulfils this
recommendation.

N/A

Yes

Head of
Mechanical

This happens and is
included as part of

N/A

Yes

4.2.5

Serengeti document
management system. We
would recommend a
sample audit is
undertaken of any LGSRs
completed in the last 12
months in order to test
whether they are stored
electronically. Again, this
could start with a small
sample size and
increased if confidence
levels are low.
Electrical Safety

and
Electrical

We would recommend
H
that the compliance
reporting is separated out
to identify the 239
properties which are still
non-compliant against a
10-year cycle and those
which are non-compliant
against the organisation’s
5-year policy. This will
allow the leadership
team to better
appreciate the current
risks to NCH resulting
from the properties
which fall outside of the

Building
Safety
Manager

our gas quality control
processes.
The LGSR checks are
completed monthly by
the gas QC staff

It was decided that
we would only report
against the 5 year
programme, which is
NCH policy.
If required this can be
added to the current
dashboard.

N/A

Yes

4.2.6

4.2.7

minimum expected reinspection cycle.
Furthermore, the
M
reporting provided does
not clarify the split
between domestic and
non-domestic compliance
as a result it is difficult
to ascertain a
performance position for
the two programmes. We
would recommend the
two programmes are split
moving forward and
reported as per the
recommendations made
in section 3.3.8.
We would recommend
H
that progress with the
EICR catch-up programme
is reported to the
Leadership Team and
Board until it is
complete. We would
recommend that the
Director with oversight
for housing management
is made aware of the
current figures, if this is
not already the case, as a
matter of priority.

Building
Safety
Manger

The current
Dashboard reports
against all properties
that are within NCH’s
portfolio.

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

Note: It does not
include communal
areas. This can be
reported if required
but will increase the
size of the current
dashboard.
Building
Safety
Manager

This is already
reported to the
Leadership and
Director of Property
Services.

4.2.9

4.2.10

NCH have made a
L
commitment in their
Electrical Safety Policy
that any Category 3
recommendations
identified following an
EICR will be reviewed and
completed within sixmonths where it is
deemed necessary and a
new EICR produced once
completed. It is our view
that this is commitment
goes over and above what
is required and will result
in an unnecessary drain
on resource as well as a
heightened risk of NCH
becoming noncompliant
with their policy. We
would recommend this is
reviewed.
We did not see evidence
H
of how the 1610
properties which are noncompliant on a 5- year
programme are being
managed. We would
recommend these
properties are
programme separately in
order to ensure they are

Building
Safety
Manager

This will be reviewed
as part of the annual
Building Safety
Compliance policy
review in Sept 21.

30/09/21

Ongoing

Head of
Technical
Services

A dedicated team has
been set up to deliver
the EICR and has been
moved under the
Asset Management.

N/A

Yes

4.2.13

4.2.14

brought up to compliance
as soon as possible.
It is our understanding
that the 239 properties
which are non-compliant
on a 10-year programme
have all be through
Savills’ access process
and significant efforts
have been made to gain
access. However, given
these properties remain
non-compliant we would
recommend NCH explores
what other tools could be
implemented to support
access.
We would recommend
NCH align their electrical
process with that of gas
as much as possible. This
would include utilising
the same tools to plan
and support access. For
example, the gas team
currently has a dedicated
access function to whilst
electrical does not.
Water Hygiene

H

Head of
Technical
Services

These properties are
31/12/21
our main focus and we
are working with TEM
to gain access into
them.

Ongoing

M

Head of
Technical
Services

A dedicated team has
been set up that
mirrors the gas one to
some extent and their
only focus is the EICR
programme

Yes

N/A

4.3.4

4.3.5

4.3.6

We would recommend
M
the results of the
validation work
undertaken on the water
Hygiene programme are
recorded in Northgate.
An example of this would
be pro-forma which could
illustrate when the audit
of a particular site took
place, the operative who
did it, and the outcomes.
We would recommend
M
NCH run a report which
identifies all of the
properties not on the
current programme and
then undertakes a sample
audit of these in order to
confirm there is evidence
in place to provide
assurance that this
information is correct.
This could be a 5% initial
sample which can then
be increased if issues are
identified.
We would also
L
recommend that any
future validation
exercises record an audit
trail of the work

Head of
Technical
Services

These will be loaded
and stored in
Northgate as part of
the new modules
when they are
implemented

Jan 22

Ongoing

Head Of
Technical
Services

This is being
undertaken

N/A

Yes

Head of
Technical
Services

This will be loaded
into the Northgate
system when they are
available.

Jan 22

ongoing

4.3.8

4.3.10

undertaken it order to
provide assurance that it
has been completed as
per the requirements.
Following the
L
recommendations of the
previous report, NCH
have also reviewed their
property creation form
and included a YES/NO
water hygiene element
for any properties added
to this system. This is
positive as it allows
newly acquired
properties to be
automatically added to
the programme is
required. We would
recommend the property
creation form also
include an explanation
for why a property does
not have a water hygiene
obligation.
Within the Water Hygiene L
section of the Building
Safety Compliance Policy
NCH have committed to
undertaking a desktop
survey for all domestic
properties which will

Stock
Investment
Manager

This is being
31/09/21
considered and will be
added to the form if it
can be.

Head of
Technical
Services

We will take this
point into action as
part of the annual
Building Safety
Compliance policy
review in Sept 21.

30/09/21

then be reviewed
annually. Following this
all high-risk sites are will
receive a risk assessment
which will be renewed
every two years whilst a
10% sample of medium
and low risk properties
will be undertaken.
Whilst this demonstrates
a very robust approach to
water hygiene, it does go
over and above what it
expected and we would
recommend NCH review
this is the context of
better utilising resources
elsewhere. We would
recommend following
four stage approach
outline in section 4.3.10.
Lifting Equipment
4.4.5

We would recommend
that any future validation
exercises record an audit
trail of the work
undertaken it order to
provide assurance that it
has been completed as
per the requirements.

L

Head of
Technical
Services

All worked carried out
is logged on the 3rd
party systems by our
Partner.

N/A

Yes

4.4.6

Although the principles of H
the data validation
process adopted by NCH
are in line with what we
would recommend, we
would recommend a
further sample validation
is undertaken. This is due
to the fact we were also
provided with a second
document ‘Passenger Lift
Details V19’ which only
contained 57 assets.
Given that this does not
reconcile with the
position being reported in
the Whole Stock
Compliance Dashboard,
we would first
recommend that these
two data sources are
reconciled to ensure no
assets are being missed
from the LOLER
inspection programme.
Secondly, we would
recommend a sample
audit is undertaken of
both the properties on
the programme and those
with a ‘NO’ element held
in Northgate in order to

Head of
Technical
Services

This has been
reconciled and the
difference was that
Highwood House was
being report both in
the ALMO report and
RP. The reconciled
figure is 57
NCH are confident
that we do not have
any passenger list
over and above what
was reported.

N/A

Yes

4.4.7

4.4.9

4.4.10

ensure this information is
both accurate and
reliable, and that the
relevant evidence is in
place.
We would recommend
the property creation
form include an
explanation for why a
property does not have a
lift compliance obligation
– this will allow NCH to
capture any instances
where there may be a lift
present, which they do
not have responsibility
for. This information can
then be periodically
reviewed in order to
ensure this remains the
case.
We would recommend
NCH reviews their
domestic inspection
programme in order to
ensure all properties
have an inspection dates
within the last 12-months
Following completion of
the recommendations
made in 4.4.9, we would
recommend reporting of

L

Stock
Investment
Manager

The current property
creation form has a
section that asks if a
lift is present, which
fulfils this
recommendation.

N/A

Yes

H

Head of
Technical
Services

The programme is
N/A
reviewed by the
delivery team monthly
and compliance data
is reported through
the BSG.

Yes

H

Head of
Technical
Services

This information
already exists,
however at this
moment we only

Yes

N/A

See BSG minutes

lift compliance is
reviewed in the context
of the recommendations
made in section 3.3.8 of
this report and then the
compliance positions for
both the communal and
domestic programmes
restated.

report on the “Big 6”
via the Dashboard.
This can be added if
required but will
increase the size of
the current dashboard
and it will be visible
via Northgate when it
is up and running.

4.4.11

We would recommend
NCH validate the
frequency of all of their
servicing and
maintenance inspections
for all lifts types in
accordance with the
relevant manufactures
recommendations.

L

Head of
Technical
Services

All of our lists are
maintained in line
with in accordance
with the relevant
manufactures
recommendations.

N/A

Yes

4.4.12

Given the time which has
passed since the first
condition reports were
first undertaken we
would recommend NCH
review the assets
included on the original
programme against those
visited more recently by
Tuv Sud in order to
ascertain whether any of

L

Head of
Technical
Services

A review has been
carried out by the
Technical Services
team and all assets
are on the
programme.

N/A

Yes

4.4.13

the current assets have
not been inspected – this
could be as a result of a
new acquisition for
example.
The Electronic Monitoring
Unit has now been
installed at 31 sites and
there are 25 outstanding.
We would recommend
NCH set a target
completion date for this
project in order to allow
resulting costs to be
profiled accordingly.

L

Head of
Technical
Services

This is not a
requirement however
we are looking at how
these can be installed
across the remaining
lifts in our stock.

Jan 22

Ongoing

NCC/NCH Partnership Forum
Building Safety Bill, Briefing Report
Report Author: Steve Edlin
Assistant Director of Asset Management
BRIEFING REPORT

Introduction
On Wednesday 14 June, 2017, 72 people were killed after a fire engulfed the 24-storey Grenfell
Tower block in North Kensington, West London. It took firefighters over 24 hours to get the
blaze under control. A public inquiry was announced by the Government, which has just
published The Building Safety Bill.
The Bill, published on the 5 July 2021, will create lasting generational change and sets out a
clear pathway for the future on how residential buildings should be constructed and maintained.
There are significant implications for NCC and NCH with new responsibilities and duties placed
upon the landlord and managing agent. There is a strong link with the Social Housing White
Paper and a new regulatory regime with an emphasis on building safety. This briefing report
provides a summary and action plan of the main features of the Bill and draft regulations that
apply specifically to in-occupation obligations (rather than the construction sections of BSB).

Timeline for implementation
The Bill is expected to receive Royal Assent in April 2022. The Government has indicated that
the first round of provisions will come into force October 2022 – April 2023. The bulk of the new
regulatory regime will come into force April 2023 - October 2023. But, advice is strongly to
adopt key measures in advance which we have been doing.

Building Safety Regulator
At the heart of the Government’s reforms is the creation of the Building Safety Regulator in
England. The regulator will have three main functions:


Overseeing the safety and performance system for all buildings. This will include advising
Ministers on changes to building regulations, identifying emerging risks and managing the
performance of building control bodies who inspect building work;



Improving competence in the built environment industry and amongst building control
professionals; and



Leading implementation of the new, more stringent regulatory regime for higher-risk
buildings.

This is not to be confused with the existing Regulator of Social Housing who under White Paper
proposals will adopt new responsibilities to regulate council housing including regular reporting
on Consumer standards including building safety compliance.

Definition of higher-risk buildings
The Bill introduces a new regulatory regime for “higher-risk buildings”, defined in the Bill as
buildings in England that are at least 18 metres in height or more than six storeys and contain at
least two residential units.
NCH manages 13 council owned blocks, which meets this definition. These blocks have so far
received enhanced fire protection in the form of sprinklers in all flats and communal areas,
upgraded video intercom systems that allow for individual and whole block broadcasting &
communication and the installation of PA systems throughout the communal areas. In addition
to these blocks, we have also undertaken a risk based analysis of our low rise blocks that has
led to the installation of sprinklers in such buildings as the homeless hotel at Highwood House.

Buildings that are occupied
Every occupied building in scope of the new regime must have an Accountable Person. Where
there are two or more Accountable Persons for a building (e.g. the Victoria Centre), one of them
will be assigned as the Principal Accountable Person, with overall responsibility for meeting the
statutory duties introduced through the Building Safety Bill for the whole building. The Principal
Accountable Person and all other Accountable Persons will be required to work together to
deliver building safety to residents. Landlords are most likely to be Accountable Persons, but
this definition will also encompass management companies.
Duties of Accountable Persons
The duties of the Accountable Person (or the Principal Accountable Person, where relevant)
include:
• registering a higher-risk building with the Regulator;
• applying for a Building Assessment Certificate, which must be obtained before the building can
be occupied;
• appointing a Building Safety Manager;
• ongoing obligations to assess and prevent fire safety risks and maintain and update the Safety
Case for the building; and
• providing residents with key building safety and fire safety information and developing a
Resident Engagement Strategy.
In due course, we will need to agree who the Accountable Person is for the NCC owned high
rises.
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Building Safety Manager
The Accountable Person is responsible for appointing a competent Building Safety Manager
(BSM). Following public consultation, the Government has clarified that the occupation-stage
obligations for higher-risk buildings will sit with the Accountable Person. However, the Building
Safety Manager role will have specified duties for the day-to-day management of fire and
structural safety in higher-risk buildings.
In advance of the legislation, and recognising that competent BSMs will be hard to find once all
landlords start recruiting for these roles, we have already appointed a BSM and two Building
Safety Officers (BSO) within NCH. NCH have recruited Matthew Woods as our new Building
Safety Manager. Matt was previously the Contracts & Compliance Manager at Leeds City
Council. Matt will act as the central point of contact for all building safety matters - including fire
safety and ensuring compliance with regulatory requirements.
Building Safety Team Structure

Building Safety Case
The Building Safety Case is a key part of the system that will assess, control and manage risks
of occupied higher-risk buildings.
The Building Safety Case will be used by the Building Safety Manager on a day-to-day basis to
manage the higher-risk building. As part of their role, the Building Safety Manager can
continually review and assess the risks within the building and whether any further steps need
to be taken to manage them. Where the risks change or the steps required to manage them
change, the Building Safety Case will need to be updated.
The Building Safety Case is expected to contain:
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A description of the building – including its construction materials, occupants, systems
and how fire and structural safety is designed into the building







A risk assessment of the risks to building occupants, users and those around it – the risk
assessment must include the hazards, who will be harmed, the likely impact of the risks
The individual actions/steps to mitigate and control those risks – evidencing that the
Accountable Person is taking all reasonable steps to reduce the risk of major incidents
The safety management system – this should set out the processes, procedures and
systems that will actively manage the risks and mitigation actions on an ongoing basis,
including competences, roles, review mechanisms and how residents are involved
The emergency procedures and preparedness plan – how the risk associated with major
emergency events will be managed.

Currently NCH has 293 up to date Fire Risk Assessments for all of its communal blocks.
Resident empowerment
The Bill places obligations on Accountable Persons to engage pro-actively with residents in
higher-risk buildings, including the creation and updating of a Residents’ Engagement Strategy,
and establishing an internal complaints process. Residents will also be able to escalate
concerns about risks to building safety to the Regulator.
In preparation for this NCH has written to the residents of all 13 blocks to request their contact
preferences. Following this, we are intending to contact residents with a series of questions via
their chosen communication method to engage on building safety matters. We have also held
high rise block champion resident led steering groups.
In addition, following the recommendations from the Social Housing Building Safety
Engagement Best Practice Group, we are developing a series of questions and infographics to
measure and improve resident’s knowledge around building safety. We are looking to work with
the Nottingham Fire Rescue Service (NFRS) and internal partners to develop this.
The above approach has been discussed with the ALMO Board and once the draft engagement
strategy is ready, this will be taken back to the ALMO board for sign off.
Evacuation and internal Wayfinding
Signage within blocks is currently being refreshed as part of the ongoing high rise living works in
collaboration with NFRS.
Later this year we are collaborating with NFRS to undertake a no notice (NFRS staff only)
evacuation exercise at one of the high rise blocks.
Fire Doors
Under the current proposals there is a requirement for the owner and manager of every
residential building containing separate dwellings (whether or not they are high-rise buildings)
be required by law to carry out checks at not less than three-monthly intervals to ensure that
all fire doors are fitted with effective self-closing devices in working order. If this is implemented
there will be a major impact with regard to gaining access to undertake these checks and the
costs associated with doing them, which could be covered to some extent by the proposed
Building Safety Charge.
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External wall and Plans
Under the Bill, we will be required to produce and provide NFRS with information about the
designs of the externals walls including material they are constructed with. To help NCH
achieve this we will need access to all documentation held by NCC.
Premises Information Boxes
NCH have already installed information boxes across all of its blocks and will ensure that they
are kept up to date with any information additional requirements as part of this bill.
Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans
This is currently a live government consultation which seeks views on implementing the Grenfell
Inquiry’s recommendations in relation to Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (“PEEPs”) in
high-rise residential buildings for vulnerable residents who may be unable to self-evacuate in an
emergency. The proposal is that the landlord should prepare PEEPs with such residents and
keep these current and immediately available in a major incident.
Currently vulnerable tenant information is held by NCH and available via NoC 24/7 in a major
incident.
Changes to landlord and tenant law
Under the Fire Safety Bill, controversy has arisen when it comes to the question of who pays for
the removal of cladding (not an issue in Nottingham City Council properties). Whilst the bill
holds building owners responsible for ensuring that their premises meet regulations, it does not
prevent them from passing the costs onto leaseholders, although this could change as it passes
through parliament.
New service charge regime
The Building Safety Bill does not make leaseholders liable for the cost of undertaking capital
works, for example removing unsafe cladding. However, where existing leases allow for these
remediation costs to be passed on, the Building Safety Bill will bring forward measures to
protect leaseholders, by placing additional duties on the building owner to explore alternative
cost recovery routes before passing costs to leaseholders. The Bill will also introduce the
Building Safety Charge, which is intended to cover the ongoing costs of implementing the new
building safety regime – these charges will also be applicable to NCC leaseholders.
Resident obligations
The Bill imposes implied terms into tenancy agreements covered by the Landlord and Tenant
Act, requiring residents and owners in higher-risk buildings to comply with landlords in their
building safety duties, to cooperate with relevant persons carrying out building safety duties
including providing information to assist with building safety compliance and to comply with any
special measures order. Tenants will also be required not to act in a way that creates a
significant risk of a building safety risk materialising, or to interfere with a relevant safety item
(eg, by damaging it, removing it or interfering with its intended function). Where residents fail to
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comply with their responsibilities, the Accountable Person may issue a contravention notice
requesting that the resident complies within a reasonable time, and may also go to court to
enforce a contravention notice.
Within Nottingham, tenants are incentivized to comply with building safety requirements through
the Responsible Tenant Reward, thereby reducing the need for legal enforcement measures.
Landlords’ rights of entry
Landlords will be deemed to be granted entry to dwellings to enter the premises for a relevant
building safety purposes, provided this is at reasonable times and with 48 hours prior notice. A
warrant from the county court will be needed for private dwellings or where force is required to
gain entry.
Provision of building safety information
Where a landlord of a higher-risk building fails to provide building safety information to its
residents, tenants will not be required to pay any rent or service charges due for any period
before the information is provided.
Retrospective claims for defective works
The Bill will amend the Defective Premises Act 1972 allowing parties to sue under the Act with a
prospective and retrospective period of 15 years. Parties will also be able to sue under the
Building Act for compensation for physical damage caused by a breach of building regulations
for a period of up to 15 years, but only for prospective claims. The Bill also creates a new duty
on those who do any work on a building, which contains a dwelling to ensure that the work does
not render the dwelling unfit for habitation. Any implications of this for NCC/NCH are still being
considered.

Complaints
Complaints to Housing Ombudsman
The Bill will allow social housing residents to escalate a complaint directly to the Housing
Ombudsman services once they have completed their landlord’s complaints process, rather
than making a complaint via a designated person or waiting for eight weeks after the end of the
landlord complaints process.
As reported to Partnership Forum, NCH has recently adopted a new Complaints procedure to
comply with the Housing Ombudsman’s recently published Code of Complaint Handling for
social housing landlords.
Complaints’ performance will form part of the new regulatory reporting regime to the Regulator
of Social Housing. NCH already report on complaints performance quarterly to ALMO Board,
which will form the basis of this new regulatory reporting.

Amendments to Fire Safety Order (Fire Safety Bill)
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The Bill incorporates amendments to the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, requiring
Responsible Persons to ensure anyone assisting them is competent within the meaning of the
Bill, to provide residents in higher-risk buildings with information about relevant fire safety
matters and keep a register of all such matters and to cooperate with Accountable Persons.
The Fire Safety Bill is designed to provide a foundation for secondary legislation, which won’t
require another Act of Parliament, based upon the recommendations made from the Grenfell
Tower Inquiry and is heavily intertwined with the BSB. The bill clarifies that the responsible
person or duty-holder for residential buildings of two or more sets of domestic residences must
manage and reduce the risk of fire for:





External walls, including cladding, balconies, and windows.
Entrance doors to individual flats that open into common areas
lifts,
evacuation plans and fire safety instructions to residents,

All of these are also covered within our action plan, see below.
NCH has a good working relationship with NFRS and we are currently carrying out joint
inspections of all of the high rise blocks and some low rise. This has proved to be a great
learning opportunity, which builds relationships and collaboration.
We have established a Building Safety Group (BSG) that includes an NCC rep and oversees
our preparation for the Building Safety Bill, compliance across the “Big 6” and NCH managed
properties as a whole. Building Safety Compliance for council properties is reported to the
ALMO Board and Partnership Forum.
NCH has developed an action plan [below] to ensure that NCC/NCH are in a position to comply
with the Building Safety Bill and Fire Safety Order. The areas where NCH need support from
NCC are:
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Identifying and agreeing the Accountable Person
Giving NCH access to all information it holds with regard to buildings, which were
clad/built before 2005.
Support additional resource requirements if such things as checking all fire door closures
every three months is implemented, eg, through the levying of a building safety service
charge

Building Safety Bill/Fire Safety Bill, Action Plan
Recommendation/Task Summary of
Requirement

Actions already
taken in preparation
for the Bill

Any matters
arising into which
NCC need to input

Accountable Person

Identify the

High-level, discussions

NCC and NCH to

Identify the Accountable

Accountable

have taken place about

agree who the

Person who is the

Person, Landlords

who will be the

Accountable person

dutyholder during

are most likely to

Accountable person.

will be.

occupation. They may be

be the Accountable

However, this has not

an individual, partnership

Persons, but this

been officially agreed.

or corporate body and

definition could

there may be more than

also encompass

one Accountable Person

management

for a building.

companies.

Building Safety Manager

Accountable person It is seen that NCH are

(BSM)

to appoint a

the legal entity and in

Accountable Person to

Building Safety

conjunction with this

appoint a Building Safety

Manager

have appointed

Manager, they can either

Matthew Woods as their

be a legal entity or a

BSM.

natural person. who must
have the organisational
capability and relevant
skills, knowledge,
experience and behaviors

Safety Case
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Produce the Safety

NCH are drafting a

Case reports for all

building safety case

Highrise buildings.

based on the examples

Produce, maintain and

produced between

update the building Safety

Camden and MHCLG.

Case.

An actual template will
be communicated by
the new regulator in due
course.

Resident Engagement

Produce Residents’

NCH will have the first

Strategy

Engagement

draft of the resident

Produce and keep up to

Strategy.

engagement strategy
completed for 31/07/21.

date a Residents’
Engagement Strategy
setting out how the
obligations will be
delivered in practice.

33.13 b) NCH already

Lifts
Recommendation 33.13
b) The owner and
manager of every highrise residential building be
required by law to carry
out regular tests of the
mechanism, which allows

33.13 b)
Undertake monthly
inspections of lifts
that the fire service
will take control of
in the event of a
fire.

undertake monthly
inspections of these
lifts. This information
will be shared with
NFRS once the
reporting format has
been established,

firefighters to take control

however, lift

of the lifts and to inform

information is already

their local fire and rescue

held within the

service at monthly

information boxes.

intervals that they have
done so.
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Evacuation

33.22 (65 c) Draw

Recommendation 33.22,
(65c)

up evacuation plans
for all highrise.

We currently have a
generic evacuation plan
for each block. Going
forward we will be
creating bespoke
evacuations plans for
each block.

Internal/Wayfinding

Ensure all blocks

All of our highrise blocks

Signage

have Internal and

have internal signage

All high-rise buildings

Wayfinding

and wayfinding signage.

floor numbers be clearly

Signage

These are being

The owner and manager
of every high-rise
residential building be
required by law to draw up
and keep under regular
review evacuation plans,
copies of which are to be
provided in electronic and
paper form to their local
fire and rescue service and
placed in an information
box on the premises.

marked on each landing

refreshed as required in

within the stairways and

consultation with NFRS

in a prominent place in all

as part of the ongoing

lobbies in such a way as to

Highrise living and

be visible both in normal

fireworks.

conditions and in low
lighting or smoky
conditions.
Fire Doors

33.29 (b) Check

Recommendation 33.29

self-closing devices

(b)

at not less than

The owner and manager
of every residential
building containing

three-monthly
intervals.
33.30 (b) Ensure
that all residential
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33.29 (b) All of our fire
doors are checked as
part of the annual FRA
at the moment. If they
are found not to meet
the required
performance they are
repaired or replaced.

separate dwellings

fire doors comply

(whether or not they are

with current

high-rise buildings) be

standards.

required by law to carry
out checks at not less than
three-monthly intervals to
ensure that all fire doors

If the requirements to
carry out checks at not
less than three-monthly
intervals is
implemented, we will
ensure we comply with
this. However, this
could mean an increase
in resources is required.

are fitted with effective
33.30 (b) All Flat
entrance fire doors
leading to a shared or
communal area provide
fire and smoke
protection and are part
of layered approach to
fire strategies for our
residential buildings.

self-closing devices in
working order.

Recommendation 33.30
All those who have
responsibility in whatever

All of the new
composite fire door sets
are fitted with selfclosing devices and
have been bidirectionally tested.
The only doors that do

capacity for the condition
of the entrance doors to
individual flats in high-rise
residential buildings,
whose external walls

not meet this will be the

incorporate unsafe

ones where we have

cladding, be required by

issues with

law to ensure that such

Leaseholders or have

doors comply with current

no- access issues, which

standards.

are being dealt with as
part of the ongoing
fireworks

External Walls

33.10 (a) Produce

33.10 (a) NCH are

NCC to give NCH

Recommendation 33.10

and provide NFRS

commissioning

access to all

(a)

with information

specialist surveys of

information it holds
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The owner and manager

about the designs

blocks where neither

with regard to

of every high-rise

of the externals

NCH/NCC have any

buildings, which were

residential building be

walls including

detail of the external

clad/built before 2005.

required by law to provide

material they are

walls.

their local fire and rescue

constructed with.

service with information
about the design of its
external walls together
with details of the
materials of which they
are constructed and to
inform the fire and rescue
service of any material
changes made to them.
Plans
Recommendation 33.12
(a)
The owner and manager
of every high-rise
residential building be
required by law:57 a) to
provide their local Fire and
Rescue Services with upto-date plans in both
paper and electronic form
of every floor of the
building identifying the
location of key fire safety
systems.

33.12 (a) Provide
NFRS with up-todate plans in both
paper and
electronic form of
every floor of the
building identifying
the location of key
fire safety systems.

access to all

the information boxes in

information it holds

each block showing

with regard to

locations of some of the

buildings, which were

key firs safety systems.

clad/built before 2005.

In addition to this NCH

each of its highrise
block to fulfil this
enhanced obligation.

Boxes

information boxes
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floor are contained with

more detailed plans for

33.12 (b) Install

The owner and manager
of every high-rise

NCC to give NCH

are also commissioning

Premises Information

Recommendation 33.12
(b)

33.12 (a) Plans of each

in all highrise
blocks and ensure
that up-to-date

33.12 (b) All high-rise
blocks have information
boxes installed that
contain floor plans.
None of our properties
contain lifts intended

residential building be
required by law:59 to
ensure that the building
contains a premises
information box, the
contents of which must
include a copy of the upto-date floor plans and
information about the
nature of any lift intended
for use by the Fire and
Rescue Services.

outlined

Personal Emergency

33.22 (e & f)

33.22 (e & f) This is part

Evacuation Plans (PEEP):

Produce PEEPs as

of an ongoing

directed after the

government

government

consultation that closed

consultation has

19/07/21. Once this has

been completed.

been concluded, we will

Recommendation 33.22
(e) and (f)

e) (…) that the owner and
manager of every highrise residential building be
required by law to prepare
personal emergency
evacuation plans for all
residents whose ability to
self-evacuate may be
compromised (such as
persons with reduced
mobility or cognition);
f) (…) that the owner and
manager of every highrise residential building be
required by law to include
up-to-date information
about persons with
reduced mobility and their
associated PEEPs in the
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information is

for use by the Fire and
Rescue Services.

stored within them.
Any additional
information required
will be added.

have clear guidance of
what is required.
The required PEEP
information will be
included once the
requirement is known.

premises information
box .
Information to Residents

33.28 Provide

This is being discussed

for all multi-occupied

understandable

as part of the tenant

residential buildings:

safety information

engagement strategy

Recommendation 33.28.

to all occupants

and consultation with

The owner and manager

other parties. We are

of every residential

looking at such things as

building containing

info graphs/pictorial

separate dwellings

information forms that

(whether or not it is a

can be easily

high-rise building) be

understood by

required by law to provide

everyone.

fire safety instructions
(including instructions for
evacuation) in a form that
the occupants of the
building can reasonably
be expected to
understand, taking into
account the nature of the
building and their
knowledge of the
occupants.
Non-legislative Grenfell Tower Inquiry Phase 1 recommendations and alignment with Approved
Document B
The following
recommendations in the
Inquiry’s report which did
not refer to being
prescribed in law state:

33.22 (d) Install
facilities for use by
the Fire and Rescue
Services enabling
them to send an
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33.22 (d) As part of our
fire safety works we
have fitted intercom/PA
installations across the
high-rise buildings, we
have installed handsets
in the individual blocks

33.22 (d) all high-rise
residential buildings (both
those already in existence
and those built in the
future) be equipped with
facilities for use by the
Fire and Rescue Services
enabling them to send an
evacuation signal to the
whole or a selected part of
the building by means of
sounders or similar
devices;

evacuation signal
to the whole or a
selected part of the

that can be used to
contact individual
residents or the whole
block.

building

33.27 in all high-rise blocks

33.27 Install floor

33.27 All of our highrise

of flats floor numbers be

numbers that are

blocks have internal

clearly marked on each

clearly marked on

signage and wayfinding

landing within the

each landing within

signage. These are

stairways and in a

the stairways

being refreshed in

prominent place in all
lobbies in such a way as to
be visible both in normal
conditions and in low
lighting or smoky
conditions
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consultation with NFRS
as part of the ongoing
Highrise living and
fireworks

